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Abstract

This thesis develops a new model, and related numerical technics, to describe classical time-
dependent many-body Systems interacting through central forces, spin-orbit forces and
spin-spin forces. The model is based on two-particle interactions. The two-body forces
consist of attractive and répulsive parts. In this model the investigated multi-particle
Systems are self-bound. Also the total potential of the whole ensemble is derived from the
two-particle potential andisnotimposed 'fromoutside'. Eachparticle hasthethreedegrees
of freedom of its centre-of-mass motion and the spin degree of freedom. The model allows
fortheparticles tobeeitherchargedor uncharged.Furthermore,eachparticlehas anangular
momentum,an intrinsic spin, and a magneticdipole moment.Through the electromagnetic
forces between thèse charges and momentsthere arise dynamical couplings between them.
The internai interactions between the charges and moments are well described by
electromagnetic coupling mechanisms. In fact,compared to conventional classical molecular
dynamics calculations in van der Waals clusters, which hâve no spin degrees of freedom,
or for Heisenberg spin Systems, which hâve no orbital degrees of freedom, the model
presented hèrecontains bothtypes ofdegrees offreedom withahighly non-trivial coupling.
Themodelallows to studythe fundamental effects resulting fromthe dynamical coupling
of the spin and the orbital-motion subsystems. In particular, the dynamics of the particle
masspointsshowabehaviourbasicallydifférentfromtheoneofparticlesin apotentialwith
only central forces. Furthermore, a spécial type of quenching procédure was invented,
which tends todrive themulti-particle Systems intostates withhighly periodic, non-ergodic
behaviour. Application of the model to cluster simulations has provided évidence that the
model canalso beused toinvestigate items like solid-to-liquid phase transitions (melting),
isomerism and spécifie heat. The model has successfully been applied to dynamical
simulations of various clustering Systems, saturating through van der Waals like forces.
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Investigations in the field of time-dependent multi-particle Systems were the subject of
research for along time. Avery rough classification distinguishes between macroscopic and
microscopic multi-particle Systems. Observations of macroscopic Systems can be dated
back to the earliest days ofclassical physics. At fïrst, this kind ofstudy was predominantly
applied to problems in astrophysics. Trajectories of planets and cornets as well as their
periods ofrotation were studied in this epoch. The simplest example is the two-body system
consisting of our earth and moon.

The mathematical formulation ofdynamical many-body problems leads to time-dependent
multi-dimensional nonlinear coupled Systems of differential équations. Exact closed
analytical solutions exist only for the case of two-body Systems. Nontrivial solutions for
Systems with more than two particles can in gênerai only be obtained numerically or by
analytical approximations. However, formerly the limits of solvability for this type of
équations were reached very soon with increasing particle numbers.

Since the atomistic point ofview became accepted towards the end ofthe last century
various statistical methods were developed to describe the behaviour of microscopic
Systems with large particle numbers. Forexample, the kinetic gas theory or the microscopic
theory of fluids.

We can summarize that itwas possible to describe Systems either with only afew particles
or with very large particle numbers. This situation has changed drastically, because the
enormous progress incomputer technology during the last thirty years made itpossible to
observe dynamical Systems with intermediate particle numbers by solving their équations
of motion numerically.

The nonlinear character ofdifferential équations ofdynamical multi-particle Systems has
the conséquence that the time-dependent évolution ofthe Systems is very sensitive against
srnall pertubations or changes of initial conditions. Features connected with the properties
of nonlinear Systems are the subject of studies in recently developed theory of chaotic
motion. The study ofthe transition from order to chaos in dynamical multi-particle Systems
is oneof themajor topics of contemporary science.

As an application of the présent work in the framework ofa classical, time-dependent,
microscopic model we offer an advanced approach to the fundamental many-body problem
in classical physics. The model is based on two-particle interactions. The two-body forces
consist ofattractive and répulsive parts. The répulsive part implies finite particle distances.
For différent pairsof particles thoseforces maybe somewhat différent. The modelallows
for the particle to be either neutral orhâve aunit charge. Furthermore, each particle has an
angular momentum, anintrinsic spin, andamagnetic dipole moment inthedirection ofthe
spin. Through thestatic electromagnetic forces between thèse charges andmoments there
arise dynamical couplings between them. In particular there is an exchange of angular
momentum and energy between the spin sub-system and the orbital-motion sub-system.



Each particle has the three degrees of freedom of its centre-of-mass motion and the spin
degree of freedom. In this model, the investigated multi-particle Systems are self-bound.
Alsothe total potentialof the wholeensembleis derivedfrom the two-particleinteractions
and not given 'from outside'.
The dynamic variables of each particle are the position and velocity vector ofits mass centre
andanormalizeddirectionvectorrepresenting theorientationof thespinof the particle. The
orientation and the magnitude of the particle dipole moment are given by the direction
vector and the gyromagnetic factor, respectively. The sign of the gyromagnetic factor
indicates whether the magnetic dipole moment is parallel or anti-parallel to the spin.
Solution of the équations of motion of our System reveals new information concerning
multi-particle dynamics. We obtained the time-averaged distributions of kinetic energy,
velocity and total energy ofa single particle. We also studied the dependence of the kinetic
energy of the single particle motion on time as well as the Larmor frequencies of the spin
precession. By performing a spécial quenching procédure we found stable periodic states
of the System. Also time-averaged mass and charge distributions of multi-particle Systems
are calculated.

Furthermore the model should be seen in comparison with moleculardynamics calculations
ofatomic clusters. As in thèse models, we observed the transition from solid to liquid phases
in our system. In some cases we found différent stable configurations with différent total
binding energy for the same number of particles in the system. By the term stable
configuration we mean, that the total kinetic energy of the system is zéro and the dipole
moments of the particles are orientated in the direction of the local magnetic field.

We will now discuss the important question to which microscopic multi-particle Systems
the model can be applied. We hâve to take into account the gênerai fact, that with decreasing
particle masses and increasing particle density the quantal properties ofthe system become
more and more dominant, e.g. the Pauli principle cannot be neglected. The situation can be
elucidated by means of the following relation, for a Fermi gas system.

Q2/3

h m

EF is the Fermi energy up to which ail levels of a quantal system in the ground state are
occupied, p is the particle density and m is the particle mass. In the case ofnuclear Systems,
the Fermi energy is approximately given byEF ~ 40MeV, with p « 0.17 fin"3 andm= 1u.
That means for the case of the ground state of a dynamical multi-particle system, in order
to satisfy the Pauli principle, there will be a lower finite limit of the single particle kinetic
energy. Obviously, this is not in agreement with the ground state définition of a purely
classical system where ail particle kinetic énergies are zéro.
The situation changes for heavier particles such as atoms. The De Brogiie wave lengths of
atoms like argon or iron are much smaller than their distances in an ensemble. Also their
masses are more than one order of magnitude larger than the mass of a single nucléon. For
this reason, thèse heavy particles allow approximately a classical treatment. Nevertheless,
a lot of classical trajectory calculations hâve been performed in nuclear physics as e.g. in
[OBE 92]. Certainly, thèse calculations cannot describe degenerate fermion Systems like
nuclei in détail, but they offer an alternative approach to get some qualitative, although
restricted information about quantal Systems whose treatment in terms of the time-
dependent Schrôdinger équation is limited to very small particle numbers for obvious
numerical reasons.



In the présent work the internai interactions ofthe charges and magnetic moments are well
defined by electromagnetic coupling mechanisms. This way to describe aspin system has
several advantages in comparison with models dealing with quasi-spin Systems such as
given by [LEE 82] for infinité particle numbers or [PAT 83] for finite particle numbers. The
quasi-spin models are very efficient to calculate the température dépendent energy ofaspin
system. But inthèse quasi-spin models, the particles are assumed tobefixed onalattice and
the spin interactions dépend only on their relative orientation and not on their distances.
Obviously, there is no coupling to another sub-system. With the présent model it is possible
to study the dynamics ofeach particle in the spin and the orbital motion subsystem coupled
as well as separately. We will exhibit the time-dependent exchange ofenergy between the
spin sub-system and the orbital-motion sub-system and the influenceofthe electromagnetic
forces on the particle trajectories.
Forthe investigations ofthe above-mentioned, spécial systemproperties, wealsocalculated
classical trajectories formicroscopic multi-particle Systems ofnucleardimensions, keeping
well in mind that the Pauli principle can only partly be mocked up by the choice ofthe
particle-particle interaction. In particular, we use the nomenclature ofnuclear physics, e.g.
in order to distinguish charged and uncharged particles we sometimes call them proton and
neutron and their masses are chosen to be equal to the masses ofprotons and neutrons.

The coupling mechanism between the charges and magnetic moments is given by the
electromagnetic forces according Maxwell's équations [JAC 83] for static fields which
correspond to the Galilean invariant dynamical équations for the dynamics of the mass
points in our model. The Galilean invariant Maxwell équations used in our model are
deduced in complète analogy as given by [JAC 83] for the équations of magneto-
hydrodynamics. The principle of this dérivation can beillustrated as follows.

The gênerai Maxwell équations for time-dependent fields are given as:

-> ->

V• D = 4ît p Coulomb's law (z,a)

VvW - 47t "j* , 1 9D A . . ,vxh = —•j + - •-j- Ampère slaw (2,6)

V- B = 0 no free magnetic monopoles (2.c)

VxE + ---T- = 0 Faraday's law (2.d)

First, we neglect Maxwell's displacement current on the right side ofAmpère's law. This
modification is équivalent with the assurnption VJ =0. Itremains the équation for astatic
magnetic field which is induced by atime-independent current density, i.e. équation (2.6)
is équivalent to:

Bfc>*I- fJ(?2) xi» d3r2c J |rw|3 (3)



In our model, a current density is represented by a moving charged particle. Consequently,
équation (3)can be written as:

fe,)^-^^1 (4)
c m

3

2,11

In thenonrelativisticcaseoftwomovingchargedparticlesi andj, themagneticfield induced
by particle j at the position of particle i is given by:

->., q. v. x ?..
B> U =-ÎL • J1 >l (5)

Equation ^Idescribes the Biot-Savart field in Galilean invariant notation. If as in our model,
therelative speeds aresmallcompared withthevelocity oflight,thenailphysical lawsmust
be invariant under Galilean transformations, i.e. physical phenomena are the same when
viewed bytwoobservers moving with aconstant velocity relative tooneanother, provided
the coordinates in space and time are related by the Galilean transformation, r'= r+v-t, and
t'=t.

Let us now consider Faraday's law of induction for a moving circuit and see the
conséquences of Galilean invariance.

{2'-*--Hls-adB (6)

The induced electromotive force isproportional tothetotal time derivative ofthemagnetic
flux.

With the convective derivative —=4- +v•V the derivative ofthe flux is given bv:
dt 3t & y

f =^ +(?.V)B =^+ Vx(Bx^) +v(^.g) (7)
dt 3t 9t ' '

With équation (7Jand (2.c), the right side of équation (6) cm be written as follows.

^J B-nda =J{^S +Vx(Bxv>)}da (8.a)

=J^Hda +j (Bxv)ds (8.6)

Equation ^.éjimplies that the magnetic flux can be changedeitherby changing the magnetic
induction or by changing the shape or the orientation or the position of the circuit.
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Foran 'instantaneous static ' situation the total time derivative ofthe magnetic flux through
the surface 5given by the left-hand side oféquation (8.a)vanishes. Itfollows from the right-
hand side of équation (8.a) :

—»

|2 +Vx(Bx\?) = 0 (9.a)

f = Vx(vxB) (9.6)
The second term on the left-hand side oféquation (2.d)will be replaced by équation (9.6)
which leads to:

VxE + ±. Vx(vxB) = 0 (ioM)

Vx (Ê +̂ -(vxB)J =0 (10.6)

The rotation ofthe expression inbrackets offifl.^/vanishes, consequently itcan bewritten
as a gradient of a scalar potential.

E + -• (vxB) = -V<D' := E' (U)

Equation (U) represents the Galilean transformation between two Systems moving with a
relative speed to one another. Inthe présent model, such Systems correspond tothe différent
particles. The meaning ofthe time-independent term forthe magnetic field onthe left-hand
sideof (U)is that the inductionof the circuit,whichwas considered in order to deduce the
upper équations, does not change. In our model, thèse constant magnetic fields are given
by the static magnetic dipole moments. Thus, the electric forces between two charged
particles i and j according to équation (11) are given by:

P- V%+ q,'̂ (v,xiCp|?i) (12.0)

We can summarize that the Maxwell équations become Galilean invariant by neglecting
Maxwell's displacement current. The coupling between charges and magnetic moments is
described in terms of static electromagnetic fields which correspond to the Galilean
invariant dynamical équations ofmotion for the mass points ofthe particles. Atthis point,
it should be emphasized that the modification of the Maxwell équations by neglecting
Maxwell's displacement current leads to the suppression ofenergy losses byémission of
radiation.



Besides the theoreticaldevelopment of thetime-dependent multi-particle model, a significant
part of the présent work consisted in the realization of a numerical program in order to solve
its équations ofmotion. The program is written using the programming language OCCAM2
[OCC 89], [EBE 1/88], [EBE 2/88]. Especially for thèse calculations a transputer board was
constructed [EBE 10/87], [GER 91], [HEL 10/87], [HEL 11/87], [LEC 12/87], [BRO 12/88].
OCCAM was developed by the INMOS Ltd. company under the direction of David May
[MAY]. It provides a programming language which allows an efficient treatment ofparallel
processes. OCCAM goes back to a concept of parallel processing and communication by
C.A.R. Hoare. OCCAM was developed simultaneously and in closed interaction with the
transputer chips. OCCAM-programs consist of différent subroutines called processes.
Between start and end ofa single process, communication between other, parallel working
processes is possible via spécifie communication channels [PAC 89], [MAT]. Parallel
processes work asynchronous, whereas the communication between two processes is
synchronized. Each communicationchannel represents aone-way point-to-point connection
between two parallel processes. The programming language OCCAM efficiently supports
parallel processes on hardware structures oftransputers. But it should not be concealed that
the translation of existing programs, which are written in classical programming languages,
into OCCAM requires a considérable effort.
In this context, the universal transputer operating System HELIOS should be mentioned
[ERM 8/89], [PER 89a], [PER 89b]. HELIOS is developed in the Perihelion-Software Ltd.
company by Tim King [KIN 88]. It supports X-Windows as user interface and contains a
command-line-interface similar to the UNIX C-shell, in which a C-compiler, an assembler
and a linker are integrated. The command-line-interface contains the editor MicroEmacs
and several Unix-compatible commands as e.g. "make", "grep" or "more". A spécial server
manages the communication with the host System. HELIOS serves transputer-networks
quite independent of their configuration. During the boot procédure of the system HELIOS
automatically distributes itself on the différent available transputers. It also automatically
detects defect transputer chips in the network and dispatches the tasks to other transputers.
OnecansaythatHELIOSprovidesanusersurfacewhichallowsstraightforwardprogramming
of transputer networks by using the conventional programming language C.
We used the transputer board in connection with the host system predominantly in order to
increase the arithmetic performance. We finally decided to use OCCAM because it allows
a rather direct programming close to the machine level and is therefore particulary suited
to support our transputer board plus host system.

We used the most récent type oftransputer which was available in June 1992, the T805 from
INMOS. The transputer board is implemented in a host personal computer system which
works with an INTEL 80486 processor on an ISA-486C main board. The numerical
program is implemented also on this system by using the programming language TURBO
PASCAL 6.0 from Borland [ROS 91]. The Pascal compiler is working under the operating
system DOS 5.0 from Microsoft.



Furthermore, acomplète software package has been developed which allows to use both
Systems for fuUy parallel Computing. This software package comprises the communication
software for the T805 and the 80486 processor, the data-server and file-managing software
as well as ail graphie display routines. In particular, aspécial utility program is developed
which converts the display of aVGA-high-resolution graphie screen, which is generated
with our graphie routines from Pascal, into astandard PCX-file [BOR 92]. Such autility
program unit was not available on the software market. It is required to convert the
information ofaVGA-screen into astandard file format compatible with the common file
formates generally used by desk-top publishing programs which are predominantly
working under the operating systemM.S.WINDOWS.
The numerical performance of the transputer T800 is compared with other processors in
[GER 91]. Asingle transputer ofthe type T800 calculâtes five times faster than a SUN-3
four times faster than aVAX 11/750 and thirty times faster than aMC68000 processor from
MOTOROLA. We estimate that atransputerofthe type T805 in a38 MHz version is around
2to 5times faster than the above-mentioned T800, depending on the spécifie applications.
Transputers conceptually support parallel processing [EBE 3/88], [EBE 4/88]. They can
easily be connected [BRO 11/88], forming transputer farms [EBE 9/88], [ECK 4/88] or other
parallel processing Systems as e.g. ours. The communication with atransputer is realized
via its 4optional links [EBE 6/88], [BRO 12/88], [JUN11/89], [AU 88] which allow amaximal
data transfer rate of 20 Mbaud.

The striking features of our two-processor parallel-computing system are the high
numerical précision ofthe internai FPUs ofthe T805 and the 80486 processors, the on-line
graphie facility, the integrated ODT utilities ofthe Pascal compiler as well as its integrated
assembler and the possibility ofinterrupt-controlled, interactive access on ail variables at
real time.

The superior performance of our transputer system enabled us to follow trajectories of
Systems with as large particle numbers as 235 over more than 105 itération steps
corresponding to 102 xin units ofthe characteristic time x=(m-l2/V )1/2 = 1022 sec with
the particle mass m, apotential depth V0 and the minimum of the potential at r=1. During
this time no significant loss ofaccuracy was observed. This resuit, achievedwithadedicated
device, would not hâve been possible with agênerai purpose central computerunder normal
work load as, for example, an IBM 3090.



In the following chapter B. the model will be introduced. In the first paragraph, B.I., the
geometrical properties ofourtwo-particle potential will bediscussed. Atthis point, itshould
be remarked, that we used a shallow potential with a depth of only a few MeV. The
parametrization of the potential easily allows modifications of its form, range and depth.
Besides an attractive and répulsive term, the potential optionally contains a term taking
Coulomb interaction into account. The small depth of the potential avoids the suppression
oftheelectromagnetic effects, butitisdeep enough todealwithchargedparticles bykeeping
multiply-charged Systems self-bound evenwith finite particle kinetic énergies.
Intheparagraphs B.2. andB.3., theéquations forthedifférent magnetic fields antheresulting
forces will be derived. In the following paragraph B.4. the équations of motion are
introduced.

Paragraph B.5. is devoted to the discussion of the solution of the équations of motion. In
a short introduction the numerical solution ofdifferential équations with initial conditions
will be explained in B.5.I.. Subsequently,the Runge-Kuttamethod, which is used to solve
theéquations of motionof our multi-particleSystems, will be discussedin paragraph B.5.2..
In the paragraphs B.6. andB.7. of chapterB., themodelparameters and the initialconditions
of the system will be determined.
In chapter C, the numericalresults willbe presented.We will show the exchangeof energy
andangularmomentumbetweenthe spinandtheorbital-motionsubsystems.Furthermore,
it will be illustrated how the spin dynamics influences particle trajectories as well as items
also obtained in conventional molecular dynamics calculations of noble gas clusters, like
isomerism, spécifieheat,orthesolid-to-liquidphasetransition. Aspécialtypeof"quenching"
procédure will be invented, which tends to drive the multi-particle system into states with
highly periodic, non-ergodic behaviour. We will présent the results of a simulation for a
system consisting of235 particles which is in liquid phase. Finally we présent some matter
and charge distributions ofselected Systemswhich are obtained by the previous simulatios.
It turns out that the Systems which are described by means of the présent model, hâve very
rich dynamical structures. Consequently, we could only investigate some characteristic
features of each topic to which the model is applied.



B.

B.l.

The Model

The basical idea is, that each particle contributes to the environment ofthe whole ensemble,
whereas the individual particle motions are governed by this environment. This situation
is represented by the following équation:

F =X F. (13)

In the following paragraphs of thischapter the two-particle forces andthe magnetic fields
will be introduced.

The two-particle potential
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The figure illustrâtes qualitatively the
potential of two particles.
The solid Une represents the situation of
two charged particles.
The dotted line shows the potential of two
particles without Coulomb interaction.

The two-particle potential is composed by superpositions of various inverse pairs of the
séparation distance, r. The gênerai form of the potential is given by:

v = +Zl.z2.-ÇÇ1 2 j.
ca

r*"
+

cr

^T M

Where the parameters are:

ZVZ2
ce

ca

aex

cr

rex

: the charges of the particles.
: the coupling constant of the coulomb part, which is 1.44 MeV- fin.
: the coupling constant of the attractive part of the potential.
: the exponent of r for the attractive part of the potential.
: the coupling constant of the répulsive part of the potential.
: the exponent of r for the répulsive part of the potential.



In order to take into account finite radii of the interacting particles, a potential shift
parameter s is introduced. During the dynamical calculation the particle positions are given
by the coordinates of their mass centres. The distance d of the mass centres of two
neighbouring particles which are in the minimum of their potential such as illustrated in
Tig.l. is d = rfo + s, in particulard = 2 rfo if particle radii are equal. Equation (13) of the
two-particle potential will be extended to:

V = + z •z •— - ca + cr (15)
1 2 r (r-s)aex (r-s)rex '

With the parameter s the potential can continuously be shifted in radial direction by
conserving its form. This facility allows to adjust the mathematical construction of the
potential to real particle distances for différent applications. The shift parameter s can also
be used to describe the interaction of two particles with différent radii. For the qualitative
studies of the properties of the model we only considered particles with equal radii.

The force between two particles is given by the derivative of the potential (15).

F - dV =+7 7 .££ ca • aex cr • rex fm)
' dr ' 2' r2 (r-s)(aex+1) (r-s)(rex+1) ( J

The potential parameters ca, aex, cr, rex, rfo, rpo and s will be discussed in détail in chapter
'Choice of the model parameters'.

The two-particle potential given by équation (15) has some évident advantages. First, it
allows high numerical performances because of its simple form. An important property is,
that the potential and its derivative are continuous in a mathematical sensé. As we will see
later the équations of motion of our multi-particle system will be solved numerically by
using a method of fourth order of convergency. From the theory of numerical solution of
differential équations follows, that in order to use a method of the order p of convergency
it is required that the continuous (p+1)* derivative of the équation exists. Our potential
fulfils this condition excepted for r = 0. But, the répulsive part of the potential avoids that
the singularity at r = 0 is reached during the dynamical calculation.

We note, that classical molecular dynamics calculations are often done by using Lennard-
Jones potentials, in [BRI73], [BRI75],[NAU 80],[QUI 84],[QUI88],[PLU83],[HON 83]and
[BER 90], as follows:

V4e- Uf1)12 - (i)6} M

We do not use this kind of potential hère for numerical reasons which arise out of the high
power of r in the répulsive term, as we will be discussed later.
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B.2. Magnetic fields

Beforediscussing magnetic forces, the différent magnetic fields will be introduced.

B.2.1. The magnetic orbital field

A magnetic field is induced by a charged particle moving relative to an observer. The
magnetic field induced at the position of the observer can be calculated with the formula
of Biot-Savart.

Ty.2.

The figure shows the situationofan induced
magnetic field B. at the point P..

Thegênerai formula ofBiot-Savartisgiven
by:

dB.
,, . y ÛS. XL

4ît
(18)

Where I is the current, i.e. the transported charge per time and n0 is the magnetic field
constant. We apply this formula toour problem ofa moving charged particle as follows.
The moving charge is +lein the case ofaproton. The time oftransport along the straight
line ds is given by ds divided by v. The vectors ds and v. are parallel. This leads to the
équation:

dB.L=B' LmbLïlh V15locbl p
47C

r..

The vector from point P. to the point P. is given by: r _ P - P
1 J ij — j i

For the gênerai case that the velocity of point P. is
notequal zéro, we hâve to use the relative velocity: v. _ v. - v.

11
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The vector product written in components results in:

v. x r.. =
y u

Det

A* -* ->
ex ey ez
V.. V- V-

y, % uz
r.. r- r-

(20.a)

%xh = {\W«,K + {\rV\\H + {\\-\\}-K (*>*)

The total magnetic field at the particle j due to ail the other particles of the ensemble is
obtainedby summing overail i (i*j) up to n, the totalnumberof particles. This leadsto the
following équations for the magnetic field components in cartesian coordinates.

bx L=iVi 7zi(W\r0
j An i-i

By„
lpi 47C i=l

=ivi tzr(\\-\\)
T..

y

Bz L=iVi ±h<W\\)
z-If 4tc w |?|3

12
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B.2.2. The magnetic dipole fie.H
•

As mentioned in the introduction, each particle is characterized by an angular momentum
as well as a dipole moment. In the following, the équations for the magnetic field
components resuting from the dipole moments ofthe particles will be deduced. We assume
that particlejis placed atagiven position Pand we look for its magnetic field at the position
1°Jf ^ïï*1C, 6LUWiU bC Sh°Wn later that the tentation ofaparticle dipole momentis determined by the direction vector of the particle spin and its gyromagnetic factor which

dépends on the particle charge. As we will see later, it is relatively simple to calculate the
magnetic field components ofadipole at agiven point, for the spécial case that the dipole
is placed in the ongin and its spin is directed parallel to the z-direction
In order to obtain the magnetic field for the gênerai situation mentioned above from this
spécial case we first hâve to shift the dipole moment in the origin, then we rotate the spin
vector parallel to the z-direction. In order to conserve the relative geometry between the
positions of both particles, the same linear transformations hâve to be done upon the point
Pj where the magnetic field is to be calculated. Then we calculate the magnetic field
components at the transformed point P and transform them back by doing the inverse
opérations. 6

Tig.3.a.

Thefigure shows thegênerai situation ofa
dipole at the positionP. with its direction
vector a.

At a given point P. the magnetic field
which results from the dipole has to be
calculated.

The dipole is approximated by a current
loop with the radius R. A loop élément is
represented by the vector ds.
The direction vector a isperpendicular to
the loop plane.

First, the dipole is shifted from point P. to the origin by adding its inverse vector -P.

(22.a)0 = P + -P.

The same opération transforms point P. into point P.. :

P.= P +-P (22.6)

13



Ty.3.6.

The figure shows the situation after the
shift of the dipole into the origin.

fy.3.c

Thefigureshowsthezoomedrégionaround
the origin of Jîg. 3.6.

Therotation ofthedirection vector ë inthez-direction willbeperformed intwosteps. First
the direction vector is turned around the z-axis, this will be in any case a rotation counter-
clockwise of the angle (p. Let us call it the '9-' -direction. This opération is done by the
rotation matrix M . After rotation, the a -component becomes zéro because the direction
vector isplaced now inthex-z-plane. Thesecond stepisa rotation around they-axis which
will be also a rotation counter-clockwise of the angle û. It is called the '•&-' -direction. This
opération isdone bythe rotation matrix M^. Now the onlycomponentofthedirection vector
iscr.

In order to keepthe initialgeometry wehâveto do the sametransformations withpointP
which leads to the point P....

P..,= M -M • P.
j Û- <?• J

14
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The trigonometrical relations which are illustrated in f\g. 3.c. are given as follows.

I~*r / 2 2 2.
ct = (a + a + a ) |5| = 1 p2 =«rW)

x y

a a a Q p . Q
—i = cos(p -1 = sinCD —- = cosl> — = sini>
p * p \z\ 131

(24)

With thèse relations the rotation matrix M^ and M^ are composed as follows:

M =

M.

f cos(p sin(p
-sin(p cos(p

V
0

( COSl!>
0

V sinl!>

0

0

1

0

0 x

0

1J

-sinl^\
0

COS$

(25)

(26)

Thetwoopérations ofrotation canbereducedtoonebyusingtheproductmatrixM which
is given by:

M = M -M =

' cos(p costë sincp cos# -shrt3
-sin(p coscp 0

^cos(f)surr3 sincp sinft cos$ >

Hence, équation (23) can be written in the following form:

P..= M • P.. = M • (P + -P.) (28)

(27)

Now, the magneticfieldcan be calculatedat the point P.„. We hâvethe spécialsituation that
thedipole ofwhich themagnetic field components shall becalculatedisplacedintheorigin
with its direction vectororientedin the z-direction. The formula for it will be presented a
below (in équations 40.a... c).

Inthe following we shall write Bspin for amagnetic dipole field. This nomenclature ischosen
because the orientation ofthe dipole is directly connected with the direction vector a where
a gives the direction of the spin of the particle.



—

After the magnetic field at point P... is simply calculated in the rotated, it has to be rotated
back in order to conserve the initial geometry, by exactly the inverse to the previous
transformation. First the rotation clockwise around the y-axis but now in r>+ -direction with
thematrix M^ and then therotation also clockwise around thez-axis in cp+ -direction with
the matrix M

<p+

The matrixM^ is the inverse of M^

m^= m;' =
( cost3

0

^ -sinlS-

0

1

0

sinJ^
0

cost3y

and the matrix M is the inverse of M .
<p+ «p-

M = M_1 =
<p+ <p-

(

V

coscp -sincp 0 >

sincp coscp 0

0 0 i

(29)

(30)

Of course, we can again combine the two opérations by using the product matrix, M*K[H-°

f

M_ = M -M =
d+<(H- <|H- 13+

cos(p cos$ -sincp cosÇ sin$
sincp cos# coscp sincp sinô-

-sinô- 0 cosi5 j

We summarize:

with:

BjL - BU|s
i j

6+qH- ' sP'i|p

P.. = M . • P.. = M • (P. + -P.)

There remains the task of calculating the magnetic field BVn
P...
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The équations for the magnetic field components ofa dipole placed in the origin and oriented
parallel to the z-axis will be derived by considering a current loop placed in the x-y-plane.

fy.4.

The figure illustrâtes the spécial situation
ofa dipole which is placed in the origin. Its
direction vector c is orientated in direction

of the z-axis.

The dipole is approximated by a current
loop placed in the x-y-plane.
P is the point where the magnetic field of
the dipole is to be calculated.

The dipole is realized by a current loop with the following parameters:

s

R

R

ds*

: is the loop
: is the radius of the loop
: is the vector from origin to ds
: is an infinité loop-element
: is the angle between the x-axis and the position of ds on the loop
: is constant 90°because the loop is placed in the x-y-plane
: is the vector from origin to P
: is the cp-angle of r
: is the#-angleof r
: is the vector from ds to P

The contribution of the loopélément ds to the magnetic field at the pointP is givenby:

_ M dsx?ddB U =
'P An

[33)

To performthe intégrationoverthecomplèteloopwe transformtheprobleminto spherical
coordinates. Thegênerai relations between cartesianandspherical coordinates aregivenas
follows:

x = r sinv) coscp

y = r • sinr) •sincp

z = r-cosû
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Written in spherical coordinates, the parameters of the dipole hâve the following form:

R = R (cosCps, sin(ps, 0 ) with cos# = 0

ds = (dx, dy, dz) = R (-sin(ps dq)s, cos(psd(ps, 0 ) with skrd = 1

r = r (sin$rcos(pr, sin$ sin(pr, cos$r)

r = r-R
d

= [(rsinÔrcos(pr- Rcos(ps), (rshrd sin(f>r - Rsin(ps), (rcos#)]

Then, the magnetic field components are obtained to:

..B...M.*e„*f2!ai& m
* An r J ? h

o |Âd '

2%

M „___„„*. f sincps dcpsBv =i^°_ Rr cos-d f
'**" An r J r 3

2* 2* 2*

M*!
B7 = {r2J^ -Rrsind [sincprJsin^d^ +cos(pr Jcos<M<Ps ]j.

o Ird I o Ird I o Ird I
An

The détails of this dérivation are given in Appendix E. 1.

By intoducing factor n/n = 1 = R/R , we re-write thèse équations in the form:

R MR2* rXcostf {<»*>*. (36,
An

0 |xd

B =M^ r
R rJ ? 3y,pi" An2 ,j i]r

o ' d l

2* 2k 2k

'- 4rf tJ|j,i, R -L ""-J |? I. "'J |?b J/
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A Taylor-approximation of (r,)3 is performed under the condition that the radius of the
current-loop is smaller than the distance between the loop centre and the point at which the
magnetic field is to be calculated, i.e. R<r. Solving the intégrais of the équations (36)lcads
to:

>2ii0 IR2K
Bx = —— — 3 cosl> sin-d coscp

v- 47C r r r r

_ JLL I R27t „ _
By*. = -fi£ —— 3costfsindsincp, (37)

B, =»z

_ ^0 I R2^— (2-3sin2fl)
spin An

= -p- —r- (3cos2d -l)
An r3 v r '

For more détails of thèse approximation see Appendix E. 1.

Now we include aquantal property ofnucléons in our model by quantifying the magnitude
ofthe dipole moment. In the previouséquations, the magnitudeofthe dipole was determined
by the current Iof the loop, i.e. the magnitude of the dipole can continuously change with
the current I. In the case of anucleonic dipole moment, the magnitude is given by:

^ =^kg s (38)

Where: iik = 5.050824 • 10"27 Am2 is the nuclear magneton

gp = 5.5856 is the gyromagnetic factor ofprotons

gn = -3.8263 is thegyromagnetic factor of neutrons

s - -^ is the spin factor for fermions

The quantization ofour dipole is realized by setting:

ii = n, I A:=nkg.s (39)

It is n, = 1 for one current loop and A= jcR2 is the surface ofthe loop.

19



Consequently, the magnetic field-components of thedipole are obtained as follows:

Bx = ^° ^ g S 3cos-fr sintf coscp (40.a)
f*» An r3 r . i

g _ M-Q^g S 3CQS1^ sin^ sin(() MJS
An r3 r r r

sM^KJ4 (23s.n2 j

=Ml|_! (3cos2»-l)

In order to obtain the magnetic field at the positionP of particlej, inducedby the dipoles
of the otherparticles i at positions P., wehâve to sumover ail i (i*j) in the ensemble up to
n, the total particle number:

Where:

n

3 ri -*•

11

- V lM(i) R'" I- L> M^ ospi„ |? .(? +-P. )
1=1 j t|M>- V j i/

>^

M(i)^ : is the matrixwhichrotâtes the spinofparticle iin the z-direction. Its matrix
éléments are to be calculated according to équation (27).

M(i) : is the matrix which rotâtes the orientation vector of particle i from the z-
U"MJH"

direction back to the initial configuration. Its matrix éléments are to be
calculated according to équation (31).

Bspî„ U : is the magnetic field ofa dipole, placed in the origin with orientation
•P...

j parallel toz-direction,atthe transformedpointP.... Thecomponentsof the
magnetic fieldaretobecalculatedaccording toéquations (40.a), (40.6)and
(40.c).

The total magnetic field at a particle position P. is obtained by the sum of the dipole field
(41) and the magnetic field resulting from the particle motion in orbital space (21.a,6,c) :

BtotU = Bspin|j? + Borb|-j (42)
> i j

20



B.3. Magnetic forces

In the previous paragraphs the magnetic fields at given particle positions were deduced.
Now we consider the resulting forces of this magnetic fields and its action on the particle.

B.3.1. Lorentz force

Acharged particle moving with relative velocity to amagnetic field will feel aforce, ifthere
are magnetic field components perpendicular to the particle velocity. This force iscalled
Lorentz force and is represented by the following équation.

FL = z-e- (v x B) (43)

Writing the vector product of v andB in components leads to:

or

FL =ze

FL = z- e Det
X ey O

V
X

v
y

v
z

B
V *

B
y B J

(44)

[K- Bz -v•By}- Hx +{v •Bx -v•Bj ë*y +{y- By -v•BJ- gj (45)
With e being the unit charge and zbeing 1or 0 to specify wether aparticle is charged or
uncharged. The velocity vis the relative velocity between particle and magnetic field. For
example, we consider the interaction oftwo particles numbered iandj.We assume that the
magnetic field Bwhich isdue toparticlej includes both, the dipole field and the orbital field
ifparticle j has acharge. Then we calculate the Lorentz-force according to équation (43)
being careful to insert the correct relative velocity v = v. - v. :

K =e•zi •Oi; B'Jj? - vy •BJJ? ) (46m)
i i

F[y =e- z. (vu; Bjj? - V|j. BJZJ? ) (46.6)
' <

F[2 =e•Zi•(vy •BJyJ^ -vy. BxJ?" ) (46.c)

Manifestly, the forces (46m), (46.6)and (46x)saûsfy Newton's Third Law (action=reaction):

Fù = "Fl (47)
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B.3.2. Forces on dipoles in inhomogeneous magnetic fields

Anadditional kindof magnetic force is included in themodel. Theforce takes intoaccount
that magnetic dipoles placed in inhomogeneous magnetic fields try to minimize their
potential energy by moving in régions where the fields are more or less dense. The direction
ofthe force dépends onthe local magnetic field and onthe orientation ofthe dipole moment.
In the following, we consider the case ofaparticle j which isplaced inthe total magnetic
field ofaparticle i.As mentioned, the total magnetic field isgiven by the sum ofthe dipole
field B . and the orbital field B . if particle i is charged.

spin or" A

BL|p» - B^„|̂ + B^l-j (48)

The potential energy ofadipole |ï. in the magnetic field resulting from particle i is given
by:

-w. »d. •%\t =pl •b\|̂ +1 •bl|?j m

Consequently, the force on the particle j is obtained to:

f. =v-w =-v- (jï. •buL ) + -v- (S, •ë;rb|? ) (50)

The index r at thenabla operator indicates thatit acts on thedipole position butnoton its
orientation. We consider the two termsof équation ^separately. First we treat the force
which results from inhomogeneous orbital field.

B.3.2.1. Forceon a dipole due to the orbital field of another particle

ftg.5.

With:

i(-v-wp

Thefigureshowsthegeometricalsituation
of particle i and particle j.
A force acts on particle j which results
from the inhomogeneous magnetic orbital
field induced by particle i.

As already mentioned in équation (19) the
magnetic field at the position of particle j
is given by:

B.L = Bj . U
i I p otbl p

_ KQ2i ViiXry

r.. = P. - P. = r. - r.
y j > J '
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and

r..
y

V.. = V. - V.
y > j

m
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The dipole potential energy ofparticle j is given by the scalar product ofits dipole moment
and the magnetic field at its position:

With

-W. = \i. • B.L
j

lî =a..u.k. g., s and |o|=l

The dipole potential energy ofparticle j written in components results in:

+ ^{(V^(VrO-(\\)(VrO}]
[(Vr02 +(VrU2 +(Vr02]-3/2

The force on the particle j is given by the gradient ofits dipole potential energy:

F = V • W.
j r j

Equation f56J written in components of cartesian coordinates leads to:

jî_*V)Ve-8 c , -1
j An 6j ' h

{%(\V-ah(\V}

(53)

(54)

(55)

(56)

(57)

- 3. (Vr0ji-rr •( «V((W-(V\) -(Vvj>(vrOl
ij +av{(VvJ>(VrO-(VviJ(VrO}

+av{(VviJ(VrO-(\vi>(VrO})]-g

- 3- -^fjr •( av{(Vvi>(vro -OVU(vroi
u +<V{(V5>(rrt

+cj/{(\-vjJ-(Vri

K(\-\)-<V0V\)}

- 3

)-(\-\MVrO}

)-(W(VrO})]

10- •( av {OVV (Vr0 -(\-vj> (W}

• e

«UOVWV

)-(\vi)fj,-y}

)-(vVvi,)(VrO})]ez}
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Hère again, the principle of action and reaction is valid and it follows that:

J - 5' (58)

B.3.2.2. Force on a dipole due to the dipole field of another particle

Now, letusconsider theforce resulting from thegradient ofthepotential energy ofadipole
j which is placed in the dipole field of particle i.

Tia,5.

The figure showsthe geometrical situation
ofparticleiandparticlej forthecalculation
of the force acting on particle j which
results from the inhomogeneous dipole
field of particle i. The figure illustrâtes the
configuration after performing the
transformation according équation (32), i.e.
particle i is shifted in the origin and its
dipolemomentis rotatedinthez-direction.
The same linear transformations are also

performed upon particle j.

Therelative orientation anddistance of thedipole moments i andj afterthetransformation
is the sameas before. Wecalculate the gradient force of thepotential energyof the dipole
in thetransformed configuration, then wetransform it backin theinitial geometry by the
inverse opérations according to équation (41).

We set t.. = r. because dipole i is placed in the origin i.e. r. = (0,0,0)
y j

anditis: |r.|2 = r2 + r2 + r2 p^= r2 + r2 r.
j

The trigonometrical relations which are illustrated in Jïg. 5are given by:

coscpr = Js- sincpr = Jl
x,

cosft = S sinô =
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The magnetic dipole field of particle i at thepoint P. is represented by:

B.U=Bi . L11 p spin Ip (62)

Equation (62), written incomponents according toéquations (40), has the following form:

BU =
An- rf { (3 costf sind coscpr) •e

+ (3 cosl5rsinûrsincpr)- e

+ (3cos2fl-l) H }

We remember, a magnetic dipole moment is given by:

jî =c7Lik. g. s = (o^cyoz)iLk. g. s with |a|=l (64)

With a being the normalized direction vector giving the spin orientation ofthe particle.

It follows: il. =ë. K. g., s =(c^oj. nk. g., s

(63)

(65)

For particle iplaced in the origin with its direction vector oriented in the z-direction we get:

£= (0.0.MO = (0,0,1). IV g,-s (66)

As before, the potential energy ofdipole j in the dipole field ofparticle i is given by the
product of the dipole moment and the magnetic field:

-W. = il. • B
j n j Up

Equation (67) written in cartesian coordinates results in:

(67)

(68)

_M*-0Vs)2_wi =i:iLir ••*-v{3<vrv,iL+3<vvjL+ <v[3rl-(rM+ri)]} •?
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The inhomogeneous magnetic dipole field of particle i at the position of particle j leads to
a gradient of the dipole potential energy ofparticle j which is in gênerai not equal zéro. This
causes a force acting on particle j which is given by:

F. = V-W (69)

The force due to the gradient of the potential energy of the dipole written in cartesian
components results in:

u,.- (u, •s)2 ,

{[(nv2^)
-5^.(3rj.{oJi.rj(+o1/rj>}+Oj/{3r2-(r2+r2+r2)})].gx

+[(3°vV2^rjy)

-5^ •(n- {«* vu+<v i3Ti -(rt+ t+rt)})] •*;

+Ï(3{Vj.+VU+*VO

As mentioned,the previousconsidérationsare done for a configurationwhere the position
of particle i is the origin and its dipole orientation is parallel to the z-axis. The force
calculated by équation (70) has to be transformed back to the initial geometry by the same
procédure as for the dipole field components given by équation (41).

As before, the principle of action and reaction is valid, i.e. the force which is effective on
particle j ghas the same effect on particle i but with inverse direction:

FJ = -F1 (71)
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B.4. The équations of motion

Now ail the two-body interaction forces of our multi-particle system are determined. We
can write the équations of motion for each particle separately, destinguishing centre-of-
mass motion and spin precession.

B.4.1. The équations of the centre-of-mass motion of the particles

This kind oféquation ofmotion isofthe Newton type. The force on aparticle isgiven by
its mass multiplied by its accélération:

F=m.i| (?2)

The masses oftheparticles areknown aswell astheforces. Thus équation (72)can bewritten
for oneparticle j which is accelerated by the force resulting from a particle i:

d2r F

dt2 " m. &>
j

With: Fj = -V • V. + R + V •W. _„ + V •W _ (74)
J(° r u L<» r '(Bfi^) r J(%*fcr) ' '

The différent terms of équation (74) aie to be calculated by:

-Vr •V.. : the force obtained by the derivative of the two-particle potential
which is given by équation (16).

FL : theLorentzforceresultingfromtheorbitalmotionofparticlei.This
term is to be calculated according to équations (46m ... c).

->

V. •W g(i) : the force given by the gradient of the dipole potential energy W.
V°rb|- ; which results from the inhomogeneous magnetic orbital field of

particle i at the position of particle j. It is to be calculated with
équation (57).

-•

VW g() : the force given by the gradient of the dipole potential energy W.
v spinl?) which results from the inhomogeneous magnetic dipole field of

particle i at the position of particle j. It can be calculated with
équation (70).

With équation (73) and (74) ail transversal particle motions in coordinate space are
completely described.
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B.4.2. Spin precession

Asupplementary degree offreedom ofparticle motion isincluded inourmodel. Ittakes into
account that the directionof a particleangularmomentum changesif a mechanical torque
acts on it.

In our model, the angular momenta of the particles, in units of the Planck quantum, are
assumed to be:

L = o-ft-s (75)

With a = (g ,a ,o) \g\ = 1 and s= 1 for fermions.x y z 2

A mechanical torqueM acts on a magnetic dipole p, if a magnetic fieldB is effective at its
position. The mechanical torque is given by:

M = g x B (76)

Where the dipole moment is given by:

p = a.pk. g-s (77)

The mechanical torque causes that the angular momentum changes its direction. This is
represented by:

M=iC (78)
dt

By derivating équation (75), we obtain:

M =dL=fi:S..da (79)
dt dt

Setting équation (79) equal to équation (76) leads to:

ut xB =îis-^- (W)
• dt

Equation ^contains theexpression ofthetime-dependent variation ofthedirection vector
G. This time-dependent variation is called precession. The dipole moment is parallel or
antiparallel to thedirection vector. It follows thatthedirectionchangesperpendicular to the
dipole-moment as well as perpendicular to the magnetic field.
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We write équation (80) in the form:

da= 1 (pxB)
dt fis

(81)

The équations of motion of the direction vector will be calculated as follows. First, we
calculate the vector product of the dipole moment and the magnetic field:

p x B = Det

This results in:

' -» -> -» '
ex ey ez

K ^y ^
VB B B ,
V x y z/

(82)

(83)

LtxB =K-B2-LL.ByK + kBx-lixBz}•£ + {pxBy-pyBx}é

With équation (7$ we can write équation (83) as: (84)

ptxB =(ik.g.s.[{ayBz-a;By}.e>{a.Bi-aiBj-gy+{a.Bï.a.B}e;]

Finally, weobtain theéquationsofmotion forthespinprecessionincomponentsofcartesian
coordinates as follows:

da p.. g , ,
Ht X\ l y z z yJdt R

dgv = Hy g
dt fi

{a B -a B}
l z x x z-l

ES = Mv g
dt

e— • (a B - a B }
fi l * y y *J
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B.5. Solution of the équations of motion

The time-dependentmulti-dimensional non-linearSystems ofcoupleddifferentialéquations
ofthe présent problem are solved numerically by a method based on the classical Runge-
Kutta formula offourth orderofconvergency. Butbefore entering indétails, letusconsider
some principles ofnumerical solutions ofsuch équations. First, we discuss inagênerai way
expressions suchassingle-step method, orderofconvergency, errorfunction anditeration-
step width in orderto form an ideaof theconception of our problem.

B.5.1. General introduction to numerical principles

A method to solve differential équations numerically is called single-step method if the
algorithmcan be written in the following form:

yM = y. + h-cD(xy)h) (86)

Where: h : is the iteration-step width.

<E>(x h) : iscalled the incrément function which is specified as:

#e C0{[a,b]x(-oo,oo)x(0,h0)}

A single-step method is called 'convergent' for h -> 0, if:

ûm (?i -y(Xl)) = dm z. = o (87)
h->0 h->0
i —> oo i —> oo

a + ih -» x e [a,b] a + ih -» x e [a,bl

Furthermore, a method is called 'convergent of the order p' with p > 0 and p e Z, if:

Et = ys - y(Xi) = 0(hp) 0 < ih < (b-a) (88)

Where: 0(he) : is called the error function of the itération method.

y; : is the value which is obtained after i itérations.

y(x) : is theexact value of x. = a + ih.
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In order to illustrate the conséquences of the previous équations we consider some
simplified differential équations related to a moving particle. First, let us study the
numerical solution in one dimension ofamoving particle without external forces, i.e. the
particle motion is continuous. This kind ofmotion can be described by asimple differential
équation of first order:

dx— = v = const. (89)
dt

The initial conditions are assumed to be: x(g= x0 and v(g = v0

We know the initial conditions and we look for solutions of x(t) at later times t>t. The
numerical solution of the problem can be obtained by asimple algorithm according to
équation (86) which has the form:

x. . = x. + h- O, ., (so)

Where h represents the subdivision in time. The incrément function can bewritten as:

(x + h-v. ) - x.
Wv,.h) = ——rr—• m

Under the condition that the particle moves free without external forces, i.e. the particle
velocity is constant, we can write équation (90) as:

x.+1=x. + h-v0 (92)

The previous example is one of the most simplest, itshould only illustrate the principles of
numerical solution ofdifferential équations. We hâve shown an example to construct an
incrément function in order to define an itération algorithm. In the spécial case that the
particle moves with constant velocity, the algorithm given by équation (92) is exact, i.e.

ei = xi - x(ti) =0 0 <ih< (tf-t0) (93)

with: t. = i-h i= 1,2,3,... ,N N=^L^
h

tf : is an arbitrary final time which is later than tQ.

Xj : is the particle position which is obtained after i itérations.

x(t) : represents the exact particle positionat times t..
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In order to improve the formalism we consider an other spécial case. Let us study the
situation of a particle which moves under a constant external force. The mathematical
formulation of such a problem leads to a differential équation of second order which has,
written in one dimension, the following form:

m•^*- = F = const. (94)
dt2

The accélération of the particle is given by the force divided by the particle mass. Thus,
équation (94) can be written as:

&L= a = const. (95)
dt2 ' '

The initial conditions maybe: x(to) = x0 v(y = v0 and a(to) = a(t) = a

Using the fact that the accélération is given by the derivative of the velocity we can write
the differential équation of second order (95) as a system of differential équations of first
order. We set:

* = f(t, x, x) (96)

and define: yt := x y2 := y, =^ =v y2 =f(t,yi,y2) =^ =a (97)

The formalism represented by (97) is called linéarisation which means that a differential
équation of the order m can be written as a system ofm differential équations of first order.

Furthermore, the systemcan be written as an 'autonomie System' by setting the time variable
t equal to y0 whichwill be treated as a supplementary function. In our case this leads to:

y0;= t y0 = i

yi = y2

v = ty°(t0) o

y'(g =x°

y2 = f<y„-y,.y2) " a y2(t„) =v°

(98)

Also hère we can write a single-step method to solve the system of linear differential
équations (98) in the form:

yi+1 = y1 + h& (99)

with: f = (y^y1,^) and cfi.» (d^,^,^) (100)
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One possibility to create the incrément functions O0, Oi and <J>2 may be the same as already
done méquation (90), (91) and (92). This leads to: Y

Oi=y.=l 0>; =y;=yi=vl 0>=yj =f(y^)=a ^

foliota11 ^ alg°rithm °f^ Single"Step method'written for ««* variable separately, as

y'o+ = y'o + h•1 corresponding to

f? = y\ + h-y-

y?' = yi + h- f^yi^

Hïït'Z *T"Sateîy? b6CaUSe WC kn0W thC "^ytical solution of such asimple problemthat the algonthm (102.a)as well as fiO^returns the exact solutions whereas in (102 6)we
hâve an error which is explained by the following fact. In the case ofan accelerated motion
•e. the velocity is not constant, we hâve to take the average velocity of the instantaneous

timeinterval [,,,-] in order to calculate the distance between the particlepoÏÏÏÏÏÏS
x In the spécial situation where the accélération is constant the average velocity during
the time mterval [t«, t"] can be calculated exactly by adding the velocity v* at the beginninf
ofthemtervalandv^

can modify the incrément functions as follows.

Wekeep cj>0 =g , X «î-S-f^^-. as before (103)

and modify: <& = yl +(yj +ha) __ yj2 +y? = y +yM
2 " 2 ~2

Thus, the algorithm ofthe single-step method with the modified incrément function will be
obtained to:

yo+I = y«! + h-i

yf+1 =y/ + |-(yj +yfO

^+1 = yi + h-f(y«i,y;^

r« = t' + h-i (102m)

xi+1 = xj + h-v1 (1026)

vi+I = vj + h • a (102c)

t'+1 = t' + h-1 (104a)

xi+1 = x' + ÏL • (vj + vi+1)
2 v ' (104£)

vi+1 = vj + h • a (104£)

The itération algorithm given by (104.a), (104.6)and (104.c)results the exact solution of „.
simple example. It is alittle bit more complicated as before and we hâve to respect the order
ofwhich itération has to performed before the other ones in order to avoid that terms must
be calculated twice. In particular, itération step fichas to be performed before (104 6)
because its resuit is required in (104.6).

our
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B.5.2. TheRunge-Kutta formulée of fourth order of convergency

The previous twoexamples should give asmall introduction to the reader to become familiar
with principles and formalisms of numerical solution of differential équations with initial
conditions. It was possible to construct itération algorithms with incrément functions which
return the exact solutions ofdifferential équations offirst and second order. But it should
be mentioned, that this was only possible because ofthe very simple and idealizedexamples.
In gênerai, it is possible to create algorithms which are more or less précise. Nevertheless,
itis theoretically possible to generate single-step procédures which are as précise as wished
but always accompanied with the disadvantage that the numerical expenditure increases in
such a way that the procédures become impracticable in the most cases.
An alternative isoffered by the Runge-Kutta formulae [BRO 81] which make acompromise
between high précision and relatively low numerical expenditure. In order to solve the
équations ofmotion ofour multi-particle Systems, we used the classical Runge-Kutta
method of fourth order of convergency. The algorithm fora linearized autonomie system
with m formai variables, such as introduced by (96), (97) and (98), is given as follows:

jjw = yi + h•# (105a)

f = (y|,yt>yj, -,yL) W

o1 = (<$,<&•;,<$,... M) &&4

«S « i• (kfy + 2k', + 2k»3J + kj4J) (105J)
o

k\j= t(y;,y|,y; p , (105£)

K = fjCyi^kVo. yj+f-K',,. - .y;+f-kU &*fi
k'Xi = f^ +f-k^ , yl +|k-a ,... , y; +|k'2iJ 0QSg}

k4J= f^yi+h.k^ , yl +h.k'31 ,... .y^h-kVJ (UJSQ

The error function of this algorithm is represented by the following équation.

fy'-y^L = Maxlyj-y^l = 0m (106)
j = 1,2 m

i = 1, 2,... ,N h-N = (b-a)

The essential information which can be extracted from équation (106) is that the error
produced by the method isproportional to h4. Ingênerai, itisnot possible tofind adéfinitive
value for the numerical error. Also rounding errors, which are not taken into account in (106)
cannot be neglected. Thèse errors predominantly dépend on the computer on which the
calculationsare performed. Spécial tests andbenchmarkroutines are ingênerai theonly way
to get information about this kind of numerical error.
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Our multi-particle system which consists ôf n particles is determined by a system of
differential équations comprising n équations of second order such as given by (73) and n
équationsof first order given by (85a,6,c). After linéarisationby the procédure (97)and (98)
we hâve 2n + n équations of first order. For three dimensions and writing the system as an
autonomie system we obtain a system of 1+ 3(2n + n) = 9n + 1 simultaneously coupled
differential équations of first order with also 9n + 1 formai variables. It follows for the
Runge-Kutta algorithm (105.a)... (105.fi) that m will be m = 9n +1.

The following table shows the correspondence between the formai variables and the
variables which specify the multi-particle system.

y0 = t

y. = r.,x y3n+l ' ' Vl,x y6n+I '" **l,x

y2 = r2,x y3n+2 ' ' V2,x y6n+2 "" 2,x

y3 - r3,x y3n+3 "' V3,x yôn+3 " G3,x

y = r y a = v» 4n n,x
y, = g
J 7n n,j

y^D+i — r..y J \n*\
= \y y?n+i ~ a».y

yn+2
=

f2.y y4n+2 = V2.y y?n+2
=

°2.y

yn+3 — r3,y y4n+3
_

V3.y y?n+3
= %

y2„ s r
n.y y5„

= V
«.y y8n

= G
n,y

y2n+l = r.,z y5n+l SB Vl,z J^SlM-l
=

l,z

y2n+2 = r2,z y5n+2
= V2,z y8n+2 = a2.z

y2n+3 = r3,z y5n+3 = V3,z y8itf3
= °3.z

«f 3n n * fin n y9„ = o„

(107)

With table (107), the équations of motion of our multi-particle system can be written in the
following form:

d 7, - f
H? y " r(yo>y.-••••?*>)dt
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The system of differential équations (95) written in components leads to:

y0 = 1 (109)

y2 — y3n+2

y3 — y3n+3

y3n "' yôn

The functions f31""1 to f6" represent componentwise the accélération terms for each of the
n particles. Each function consists of a sum of n-1 summands which can be obtained with
équation (73)and (74)hy replacing the system variables by the formai variables according
to table (107).
The functions f6"*1 to f9" represent componentwise the terms of the mechanical torques
which act on each angular momentum of the n particles. Each function also consists of a
sum of n-1 summands. They can be obtained with the équation (85m), (85.6)and (85x)hy also
replacing the system variables by the formai variables according to table (107).

At this point, let us corne back to discuss the very important question of how précise is the
algorithm (105m .../tjto solve the System ofdifferential équations (109). Equation (106)gives
only a theoretical, mathematical upper limit for the error. In gênerai, a définitive value for
this error cannot be obtained explicitly. But, it has been shown in example (95), that for the
spécial case of a constant accélération, it was possible to find an algorithm which gets the
exact solutions. We used the average velocity of the time interval [t', t'+I] in order to calculate
the distance between the positions of the particles at times t' and ti+1. The Runge-Kutta
method works in the same way. More than that, it approximates an average accélération in
the interval [t', ti+1]. The Runge-Kutta method returns exact solutions for the cases that the
derivative of the accélération term is constant or linear in time. This property will be
illustrated by some examples in the following.
We consider a particle under a time-dependent force in one dimension. It follows that the
accélération term can be written in form of the following differential équation.

çPx _ gg. ^xpo /ii0i
dt2 ' '

Where ac is a constant factor ofthe accélération term. In our examples, it will be set without
restriction ofgenerality equal to 1.The time dependence is given by the exponent expo. For
the initial conditions t. = x. = v. = 0 the analytical solution of (97)is:

x„, = t(n^2) (111m)
(t) (expofl).(expo+2) l "

v = -JE. \<f*p<»i) (UIS)
(t) (exrxnl) '

y3n+l =

ç3n+\

•• .y,„)

y3n+2 = r(y0.y,. •• .y*,)

y3n+3 =

,p3n+3

*(y..y.. • .y*,)

y6n
SB r(y„.y,. •• .y*,)
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y6n+l
=

f 6n+l

- -y*)

y6n+2 =

f 6n+2

•• .y*,)

y6n+3 S
«r6n+3

r(yo.y,. •-.y*,)

y^ BS
f9n

• -y*)



Equation (110) will numerically be solved by the following demonstartion program to
introduce the reader to the practice of the Runge-Kutta algorithm. The results compared
with the exact analytical solutions are presented on the next page.

PROGRAM Runge_Kutta;

VAR maxit,i : INTEGER;

ti,xi,vi,ac : DOUBLE;

expo,h,h2 : DOUBLE;

Y : ARRAY [0..2] OF DOUBLE;

K : ARRAY [1..4.0..2] OF DOUBLE;

FUNCTION power (mant, exponent : DOUBLE) : DOUBLE;

BEGIN

IF (mant > 0) THEN power:= EXP(exponent*LN(mant))

ELSE IF (mant = 0) THEN power := 0

ELSE WRITELNI'Error

PROCEDURE setup

BEGIN

ti: = 0

XI : = 0

VI : = 0

ac : = 1

expo:= 2

maxit:= 10;

h: = 1;

h2: = h/2;

Y[0]:= ti;

Y[l]:= XI;

Y[2]:= V3

PROCEDURE CalcCoefs;

BEGIN

K[l 0] = 1;

K[l 1] = Y[2]

K[l 2] * ac * power<(Y[0]) ,expo);

K[2 0] = K[l, 0];

K[2 1] • Y[2] + h2*K[l,2] ;

K[2 2) = ac * power((Y[0] + h2*K[l 0]) expo)

K[3,0]

K[3,l]

K[3,2]

K[4,0]
K[4,l]

K[4,2)

END;

= K[2,0I;

« Y[2] + h2*K[2,2];

- ac * power((Y[0] + h2*K[2,0]),expo);

= K(3,0];

« Y[2] ♦ h*K[3,2];

= ac * power((Y[0] + h*K[3,0]),expo);

PROCEDURE CalcNewData;

BEGIN

Y[0]

Ytl]

Y[2]

END;

:= Y[0] + h*(K[l,0]

:= YII] * h*(K[l,l]

:= Y[2] + h*(K[l,2]

2*K[2,0]

2*K[2,1]
2*K[2,2]

2*K[3,0] + K[4,0])

2*K[3,1] + K[4.1])

2*K[3,2] + K[4,2])

PROCEDURE DataList;

BEGIN

WRITELNI

WRITELNI

WRITELNI

WRITELNI

WRITELN;

END;

step :

t »

x =

M) ;

\Y[01 ;8;4)

',Y[1D;

',Y[2J);

BEGIN

CLRSCR;

setup;

i;= 0;

DataList;

FOR i;=l TO maxit DO

BEGIN

CalcCoefs;

CalcNewData;

END;

DataList;

WRITELNI'exact x »

WRITELNI'exact v =

READLN;

END.

,ac*power(maxit*h,expo+2)/(expo+1)/(expo+2));

,ac"power(maxit*h,expo+1)/Iexpo+1ï);
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Commentary:

Definiton of the global variables.

Function to calulate x to the power of y.

Setup of the initial conditions.

ti : is the initial time where the itérations starts.

xi : is the initial position.
vi : is the initial velocity.
ac : is a constant factor to calculate the

accélération,

h : is the iteration-step width.

Calculation of the coefficients according to
équations (10S.e), (10S.fi (10S.g)wA (105A).

Calculation of the new values according to the
équations given by (105.a)md (lOS.d).

Procédure to list the results.

Main program.

performs 'maxit' times the itération algorithm.

Output of the final data-set and the exact values of the
position and velocity which are analytically calculated
by (111m) and (111.6).



Numerical results of équation (110) compared with theexactanalytical solutions.

Examplel

ti =

xi =

vi =

steps =

width =

0.0000

0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000

0.0000O0OO000000E+0000

1

1.00000000000000E+0001

ac = 1.00000000000000E+0000

expo = 1.00000000000000E+0000

tf = 10.0000

xf - 1.66666666666667E+0002

v£ = 5.00000000000000E+0001

xexact = 1.66666666666667E+0002

vexact = 5.00000000000000E+0001

Example3

ti = 0.0000

xi s 0.00000000000000E+0000

vi = 0.0OO0O00OOO00OOE+O00O

steps = 1
width à 1.00000000000000E+0001

ac - 1.00000000O00OOOE+OOOO

expo = 2.00000000000000E+0000

tf = 10.0000

xf = 8.33333333333333E+0002

vf = 3.33333333333333E+0002

xexact = 8.33333333333333E+0002

vexact = 3.33333333333333E+0002

Example5

ti • 0.0000

xi = O.00OO0O0O00O00OE+OOOO

vi = 0.0000000000000OE+OOOO

steps = 1

width - 1.00000000000000E+0001

Example2

ti = 0.0000

xi = 0 0000000O00O0O0E+0000

vi m 0 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000

steps - 10

width - 1 00000000OO0000E+0000

tf

xf

Vf

1.00000000000000E+0000

1.00O0O0000O0O00E+0000

10.0000

1.66666666666667E+0002

5.00000000000000E+0001

xexact k 1.66666666666667E+0002

vexact = 5.00000000000000E+0001

Example4

ti = 0.0000

xi i 0.0OOOOOO0O0O000E+OOOO
vi = 0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000

steps = 10

width a 1.00000000000000E+0000

ac i 1.00000000000000E+0000
expo = 2.00000000000000E+0000

tf = 10.0000

xf = 8.33333333333333E+0002

Vf = 3.33333333333333E+0002

xexact = 8.33333333333333E+0002

vexact = 3.33333333333333E+0002

Example6

ti = 0.0000

xi = 0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000

vi ? 0.0OOOOOOOOOOOOOE+000O

steps = 10

width = 1.00000000000000E+0000

ac = 1.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000 ac = 1.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000

expo = 3.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000 expo = 3.00000000000000E+0000

tf • 10.0000 tf = 10.0000

xf = 4.16666666666667E+0003 xf = 4.99991666666667E+0003

Vf = 2.50000000000000E+0003 Vf = 2.50000000000000E+0003

xexact = 5.00000000000000E+0003 xexact = 5.00000000000000E+0003

vexact = 2.50000000000000E+0003 vexact = 2.5000000OOOO000E+OOO3

Example? ExampleS

ti = 0.0000 ti • 0.0000

xi = 0.00000000000000E+0000 xi = 0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000

vi = 0.00000000000000E+0000 vi f 0.00OO0OO000O000E+OOO0

steps = 1 steps = 10

width = 1.000000O0OOOOOOE+OOO1 width = 1.00000000000000E+0000

ac = 1.00000000000000E+0000 ac = 1.00000000000000B+0000

expo = 4.000O0000OOO0OOE+OOOO expo = 4.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000

tf = 10.0000 tf s 10.0000

xf * 2.08333333333333E+0004 xf = 3.33320833333333E+0004

Vf = 2.08333333333333E+0004 Vf • 2.00000833333333E+0004

xexact = 3.33333333333333E+0004 xexact = 3 .33333333333333E+0004

vexact » 2.00000O0000O00OE+OOO4 vexact = 2.0OO0OOOOOOOOOOE+0004

Example9 ExamplelC

ti = 0.0000 ti = 0.0000

xi = 0.0000000000000OE+OO00 xi = 0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000

vi s 0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000 vi = 0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000

steps = 10 steps = 100

width = 1.000000OOOOOOOOE+0000 width = 1.00000000000000E-0001

ac = 1.00000000000000E+0000 ac = 1.00000000000000E+0000

expo = 5.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000 expo = S.000000000000O0E+00O0

tf » 10.0000 tf = 10.0000

xf = 2.38074479166667E+0005 xf =' 2.38095236011978E+0005

Vf • 1.66668750000000E+0005 Vf s 1.66666666874999E+0005

xexac t = 2.38095238095238E+0005 xexact - 2.38095238095238E+0005

vexact = 1.66666666666667E+0005 vexact = 1.66666666666667E+0005
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Inexample 1and 2 as wellas in example 3 and4 thenumerical solutions of the differential
équation (UO) obtained by the Runge-Kutta algorithm are exact and independent on the
iteration-step width h. This is explained by the fact that the average accélération <a> during
the time-interval [t',ti+1] is approximated by the following principle.

h = tI+1 - tj

<£LV'])-2h a([tr'])+aa')
(112)

l(D
_ 1 / a (r +h/2) • a

.fr1]) 2 V
(t1) • %*T a (tf +h/2)

)h/2 h/2

The following graphs illustrate that the approximation results in the exact values if the
derivative of the accélération term is constant or linear in time.

a Example 1 & 2
10

8

6

4

2

'23456789 10 t

à

20'

Example 3 & 4

16'

12.

8 •

4 •

10 t

In example 1and 2 the accélération term is
given by a = ac • t1 with ac = 1. It follows
that its derivative is constant.

In example 3 and 4 the accélération term is
given by a = ac • t2 with ac = 1. It follows
that its derivative is linear in time.

In both of the previous cases the Runge-Kutta algorithm calculâtes the exact average
accélération for a time interval h independent on the length ofthe interval. With the exact
average accélération we obtain the exact value for the velocity atthe end ofan interval as
well astheexact average velocity during thetime interval. Itfollows thatthecalculated new
position xi+1 will also be exact.

The situationchanges ifthe accélération termdépends on higherordersofmagnitude in time
i.e. expo > 2. In thèse cases, the average accélération will be obtained approximately
according to (112)with an finite error. Consequently, the final position and velocity will also
be obtained with an error. The final errors in the position and velocity strongly dépend on
the lengthhofthe instantaneous time interval. As told, the error function (106)ofthe Runge-
Kuttaalgorithm givesnoinformation aboutthedéfinitive valueof thiserror.Suchanerror
can in gênerai only be obtained by practical tests. Therefore we consider the tests given by
the examples 5 to 10.
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In example 5 and 6, the accélération is proportional to t3, i.e. expo = 3. In example 5 the
itération is performed by only one step. The iteration-step width has the length of the total
itération time, i.e. h = 10 and steps - 1. The error of the final position xf is obtained to be
1.667101.

In example 6 the same total time is calculated by 10itération steps, i.e. h=1 and steps = 10.
Hère, the error of the final position xf is obtained to be 1.667-10'5.

In example 7 and 8, the accélération is proportional to t4, i.e. expo = 4. In example 7 the
itération is also performed by only one step, i.e. h = 10 and steps = 1. The error of the final
position xf is obtained to be 3.75-10"'.
In example 8 the same total time is calculated by 10 itération steps, i.e. h=1 and steps = 10.
Hère, the error of the final position xf is obtained to be 3.75-105.

In example 9 and 10, the accélération is proportional to t5, i.e. expo = 5. In example 9 the
itération is performed by already 10 steps, i.e. h = 1 and steps = 10. The error of the final
position xf is obtained to be 8.7135-10'5.
Example 10 is calculated by 100 itération steps, i.e. h = 0.1 and steps =100. Hère, the error
of the final position xf is obtained to be 1.92-109.
We can say, that for a given step width the error dépends on the order (expo > 2) of the
accélération term. For this reason, we do not use Lennard-Jones potentials (17) because
particle accélérations caused by the répulsive part of thèse potentials dépend on r13. On the
other hand, the previous examples clearly show that in agreement with (106), the error
dépends on h4. If h decreases by one order, the error decreases by four orders ofmagnitude.
Obviously, the précision increases if the iteration-step width h is chosen small enough that
the derivative ofthe accélération term in an instantaneous time interval, can approximately
be treated as linear or constant. One way to do that, is to choose h very small for ail times.
This has the conséquence that the real time performance becomes very low accompanied
with accumulated rounding errors. A better way is to include an auto-step width-control
facility which détermines the iteration-step width as function of the maximal accélération
term of the instantaneous itération step. This is realized by the following function:

- Ia"-I , .h= h0- e~ (U$

The maximal accélération amax can simultaneously be obtained with the calculation of the
first Runge-Kutta coefficients kr given by (105.e) which are independent on h. Before
calculating k2., kr and k4., thestep width hwhich will bevalid fortheinstantaneous itération
step can be determined according to équation (113). The constant a dépends on the potential
parameter rex. See more about a in the following chapter 'Choice ofthe model parameters '.
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B.6. Choice of the model parameters

As mentioned in the introduction, the model is developed in order to study the dynamics of
microscopicmulti-particle Systems withparticlesbeingchargedor uncharged, havingspins and
magneticdipolemoments.The geometricaldimensionsof theobservedmulti-particleensembles
strongly dépend onthe choice ofthe parameters ofthe two-particle potential (Jïg.l). Forreasons
ofhighernumericalperformance, theexponentsaexandrexofr willbechosen,withoutrestriction
of generality, to be integer numbers. The depth of the two-particle potential is chosen
comparatively small. It is a shallow potential of only a few MeV. There are several reasons for
thischoice.First,theaverageparticle accélération depending on thegradientof thepotential can
be reducedwhich leads,as shownin the previouschapter,to an also decreasingnumericalerror.
Furthermore, in order to study the electromagnetic effects on the particle dynamics, the
electromagnetic forcesshouldnot be suppressedby the central forcesgiven by the derivativeof
the potential.Nevertheless, as it willbe shown later,with such a shallowpotentialof -4.1 MeV
for two charged and -4.8 MeV for two uncharged particles, the total potential inside a large
ensemble (n> 100)canreachadepthofmorethan-60MeV.Weemphasize,for reasonsalready
stated in the introduction, the application of the model to nuclear Systemsis limited due to
non-negligible quantum effects.

B.6.1. The potential parameters rfo and s

As illustrated in {!Figd), the distance between the mass centres of a particle pair in its
potential minimum is given by d = rfo + s. For our qualitative studies ail particle radii are
assumed, without restriction of generality, to be equal. It follows that s = rfo and
consequently d = 2-rfo. We hâve chosen to study our model at Systems of nuclear
dimensions. Hence, the potential parameter rfo will intimately be related to the radius of
a single nucléon. The radius r0 of a nucléon is approximately given by r0 = (1.2 ± 0.1 ) fm
[MAY 84], [BUT 64], [BOH 69]. This value is obtained by theformula R = r0-A"3, where R
is the radius ofa nucleus obtainedby scattering experiments and A is the number ofnucléons
in the nucleus. Thus, we can expect, that in order to reproduce with our multi-particle
Systems thegeometricaldimensionofnuclei,thepotentialparameterrfomustbe in thesame
rangeas r0. By the termgeometrical dimension wemeanchargeandmatterdistributions of
the whole ensemble. As it will be shown in the chapter 'mass and charge distributions' we
calculated for the multi-particle Systems the time-averaged distributions of charge and
matter. In particular the curves of the calculatedcharge distributions in comparisonwith
the curves of experimentally determined charge distributions such as given in [JAG 74],
wereusedascriterioninorder toadjusttheparameterrfo.Bestagreementwasachievedwith
rfo = 1.0293 fm. This value isa little bitsmaller than the value ofr0 which isexplained by
the following fact. The distance d = 2-rfo represents the potential minimum of two
neighbouring particles. That means, particles can only rest at this distance with kinetic
énergies equal zéro. In the case of finite kinetic particle énergies, the average particle
distances will be somewhat larger than 2-rfo. The charge and matter distributions of our
multi-particle Systems are calculated within kineticénergies around 1 MeV per particle.
However, we finally hâve chosen for ail subséquent calculations:

rfo := 1.0293 fm (114)
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B.6.2. The potential parameter rex

Thepotential parameter rexrepresents theexponent ofr whichgoverns the strength of the
répulsive part of the two-particle potential. In order to avoid, that during the dynamical
calculations the distance r between two particles can reach the singularity at r = 0, the
parameter rex must be chosen in such a way, that the répulsive term becomes dominant
against ail others if particle distances approach zéro. For this reason, wechoose rex to be
seven, i.e. the répulsive force willbeof theordereight. This insures that thestrength of the
répulsive part of the potential will be in any case higher than ail others. This choice also
implies arelatively lowcompressibility ofthemulti-particle Systems. Therefore, wedefine:

rex := 7 (115)

B.6.3. The potential parameter aex

The potential parameter aex is theexponent of r of the attractive termof our two-particle
potential. The exponent aex governs the effective range of the potential. By the term
effective range we mean the négative part of the two-particle potential with Coulomb
interaction. As illustrated in (figl.), the effective range reff is approximately given by:

r ~ rpo - rfo (116)

For agiven potential depth VQ, the effective range ofthe potential decreases with increasing
aex. Thisproperty will be illustrated laterby means of potential plots fordifférent values
of aex. For the moment, we give the finally chosenvalue of aex whichleads to a potential
effecting only the next neighbouring particles.

aex:=5 (117)

The advantages concerning high numerical performance of the previous exponents of r
being integer numbers should beelucidated. Forthedynamical calculations thefollowing
terms of the form rx are required in order to obtain the forces governing the particle
trajectories; Coulomb force r2, attractive force r6, répulsive force r8, force ona dipole inan
orbital field r5 (44), force on a dipole in a dipole field r7 (57) and the term r3 for several
calculations of magnetic fieldcomponents. Thedifférent termsof r* (x e Z) can simplybe
calculated in the following order:

3 — r2. r _^ r5 — r3 .r2 r6 — r3 . r3 —V r7 = r6. r r8 = r6•r2r = r -» r5 = r3 •r2, r6 = r3 •r3 -» r7 = r6•r , r8 = r6•r2

That means, each term of the form rx (x e Z) can be calculated by only one supplementary
multiplication. Forthecasethataexandrexwouldbe realnumbers, twoof the upperterms
would hâve the form rx (x e R). This kind of calculation requires much more numerical
expenditure because rx has to be calculated in the following way:

rx = exp { x •ln(r)} (x € R)

Each of the upper terms has tobecalculated, accordingtothe four Runge-Kutta coefficients,
four times for one particle-particle interaction. One itération step of a 235-particle system
comprises 27495 interactions. This clearly shows the advantages of aex and rex being
integer numbers.
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B.6.4. The depth of the two-particle potential

As already mentioned, the potential used in this model is ashallow potential of adepth of
only a few MeV. The depth VQ spécifies the minimum of the potential of two charged
particles (Fy.L). We hâve chosen it in such away that it is possible to reproduce the binding
energy of an alpha particle with low kinetic energy in the system. Surely, this choice may
be somewhat arbitrary, but it satisfies the conditions which are required for the basical
studies of the model properties. What means, that the potential forces are not to high in
comparison with the electromagnetic forces. On the otherhand the potential is deep enough
to keep the Systems self-bound, also with particles being charged and having finite kinetic
energy. The value of the depth VQ is determined as follows. We consider the most compact
ensemble in three dimensions. This is given by atetragonal configuration offour particles
where ail particle distances are equal. If we assume that this four-particle ensemble
corresponds to an alpha particle, itfollows that the binding energy ofthe ensemble should
be -28 MeV. For a multi-particle system of n particles, the number of two-particle
interactions isgiven by n(n-1 )/2. Inthe case offour particles we hâve six interaction terms.
Furthermore, we know that the alpha-particle consists of two charged and two uncharged
nucléons. It follows that there is one interaction of two charged particles and five
interactions withoutCoulomb term. The distances between the mass centres oftwo particles
isd = (rfo + s) = 2-rfo « 2 fm. It follows that the contribution of the Coulomb term to the
potential energy oftwo chargedparticles at adistance of2fm is 0.72 MeV, i.e. the potential
for two uncharged particles at adistance of 2fm is 0.72 MeV deeper than the potential V
of two charged particles. For this reason, we can write:

-28 MeV - 1- V0 + 5- (VQ - 0.72 MeV) (118)

We obtain: VQ:= -4.1 MeV (119)

B.6.5. The coupling constants ca and crofthe two-particle potential

The constantcacouples the attractive term and crcouples the répulsive termofthe potential.
We remember, the équations ofthe two-particle potential and two-particle force for two
charge particles are given by:

V = +.ÇÇ - ca cr
r (r-s)aex (r-s)rex ' '

F =+nc . ca-aex cr • rex
r2 (r-s)(aex+1) (r-s)(rex+1)

With ce =1.44 MeV-fm being the coupling constant ofthe Coulomb term. The following
conditions on the potential hâve to be taken into account for the calculation ofthe coupling
constants ca and cr. The potential minimumhas to be atthe particle distance rfo withadepth
of-V0. Also the information about the effective range ofthe potential should anyhow be
respected in thecalculations of the coupling constants.
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The previous conditions are expressed by the following équations.

Vl = + cc - ca + cr :=0 (122.a)
'rpo (rpo+s) rpoaex rporex

Fl = + cc • - caae* + cr- re* :=0 (122.6)
'rfo (rfo+s)2 rfo(aex+1) rfo(rex+1)

Vl = -V0 (122.C)
'rfo u

reff = rpo-rfo (122.d)

Thèseéquationsare in gênerainotcompatible fordefaultvaluesof cc, aex, rex, rfo, V0 and
reff, i.e. there is no real solution for caand cr. But as mentioned, codition (122.d)is used as
a criterion to get an idea about the range where particles 'strongly ' interact. That means that
thevalue of reff allows anapproximative treatment. Forthis reason, weinstantaniously use
only the condition (122m) and (122.6) in order to dérive a closed expression for ca and cr
containing the parameters cc, aex, rex, rfo and rpo which are assumed to be known. Then
the final value ofrpo which détermines the effective potential range according to (122.£) will
be adjustedby an under-relaxed itérationprocédure in dependence on V0 inorder to satisfy
the conditions (122.a... <£). Thus, it follows from (122.a) and (122.6) :

n ccrporex ca • rporex Mnj .
0 = - - + cr (123m)

(rpo+s) rpo3'"-.aex

ce rfo(rex+1) ca • aex • rfo(rex+1) ,„.„„.>,
0 = - + -—— - cr (123.6)

rex • (rfo+s)2 rex • rfo(aex+1)

Elimination of cr by adding équation (123m) and (123.6) leads to: (124)

„ _ / rporex rfo(rex+1) \ / aex • rfo(rex+1) rporex \
u — cc • i i + ca • l —^^^^—^^^^^— - ^—^^— 1

\ (rpo+s) rex (rfo+s)2/ \ rex • rfo(aex+1) rpo36" /

( rP°reX - rfo(rex+1) \ _ca / jpo^-aex) . ^ÇX_ rfQftB«al_\
\ (rpo+s) rex • (rfo+s)2 / \ rex /

= cc •

Finally, the expressions for ca and cr containig ail geometrical parameters of the potential
which are illustrated in (Jïg.l.)axt obtained as follows:

/ rporex rfo(rex+1) \

ca = °C "Vrpo^T rex-(rfo+s)2; ^
| rpO(rexaex) - . ffo(rex-aex) \
\ rex /

cr = ca • rpo(rexaex) (126)
V (rpo+s) ' '
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An under-relaxed itération procédure of the Newton type within arelaxation parameter.
can be written as follows:

rpo(i+1) = rpo(i) + ^""'Wo ; Vn (127)

rpo(0) = 3-rfo , c = (rex + l)2

The procédure calculâtes the potential depth at the distance rfo in dependence on the actual
value ofrpo(1). Then the value ofrpo is smoothly modified in dependence on the différence
of the instantaneous depth V(rpo) and the default depth VQ. The instantaneous depth is
calculated according to équation (120) using the équations (125) and (126) for the coupling
constants. The algorithm has to be repeated until rpo(i+1> -rpo« «0. This results inthe correct
coupling constants ca and crofthe potential with the depth VQ at the position (rfo +s) =2-rfo
for the given exponents aex and rex. Now, the effective range dépendent on the obtained
value of rpo will be criticized. If it does not satisfy the expectation, i.e. rff is not in an
acceptable range, one of the other parameters, aex for instance, can be changed and the
procédure fX27;restarted. By this way, the complète information about the potential form
is available at any time. In particular, this procédure can be applied to each potential
parameter. For example, the effective potential range can be fixed and procédure (127)
adapted for e.g. aex.

The situation will become more clear by means of the subséquent example. The parameter
rpo will be calculated with aex =3which leads to an effective range r « 2fm. This is
illustrated by the following figure. eff

MeV

10 fm

ry.6.

aex 3

rpo : 2.91 fm

ca: 9.06 MeVfm3

cr : 4.29 MeVfm7

rfo: 1.0293 fm

rex : 7

V -4.1 MeV

^.6shows the two-particlepotentials versus the distance ofthe masscentresofthe particles
with (pp) and without (nn) Coulomb term. Inparticular aex = 3.
The effective range of the potential is 2.91 fm-1.0293 fm =2fm. The shift of rpo and rfo
in the figure is explained by the fact that the potentials are plotted versus the distance ofthe
particle mass centres, i.e. in the figure, rpo is at the position rpo plus the shift s=rfo. As
mentioned, we expect for ourpotential that 'strong'particle interactionoccurs onlybetween
the next neighbouring particles, i.e. the effective range should be around 1fm. For this
reason, the parameter aex will be changed. The finally chosen value ofaex which realizes
an effective range of reff » 1fmis given by aex = 5.
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B.6.6. The quantitative properties of the two-particle potential

For the previous potential which was calculated with aex = 3, we obtained an effective
potential range of ~2 fm. We expect for our potential that it is only effective on the next
neighbouring particles. A shorter effective range can be realized by increasing the
parameter aexof theattractive partof thepotential bykeeping thepotential depthV0 at the
position rfo. Finally, we hâve chosen to set aex equal to 5. In this case the effective potential
range becomes approximately equal to the particle radii. Ail the properties of the two
particle potentials which are calculated with aex = 5 will be illustrated on the following
pages.

MeV

pp__

"nn

10 fm

Fy.7.a.

aex : 5

rpo : 2.01 fm

ca : 19.197 MeVfm5

cr : 14.463 MeVfm7

rfo: 1.0293 fm

rex : 7

V„: -4.1 MeV

Jy-7.a shows the two-particle potentials versus the distance of the mass centres of the
particles with (pp) and without (nn) coulomb term. In particular aex = 5.

MeV

0.5

PP/--

/nn

-0.5

10 fm

ty.7.6.

aex : 5

rpo : 2.01 fm

ca : 19.197 MeVfm5

cr : 14.463 MeVfm7

rfo: 1.0293 fm

rex : 7

V„: -4.1 MeV

Jîg.7.6 shows the same potential as Jig.7.a with an expanded ordinate. Obviously, the
effective range of the potential is 2.01 fm - 1.0293 fm = 1 fm.
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The following two figures show the force on two charged particles in comparison with the
two-particle potential. The scale ofthe ordinate is valid for both curves. The dimension of
the potential is MeV whereas the dimension of the force is MeV/fm.

MeV & MeV/fm
10

n-
i potential

0-
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0 12 3 4 10 fm

Fg.8.a.

aex : 5

rpo : 2.01 fm

ca: 19.197 MeVfm5

cr: 14.463 MeVfm7

rfo: 1.0293 fm

rex : 7

V„: -4.1 MeV

Fg.8.ashows the two-particle potentials and the force for the case of two charged particles
versus the distance of the mass centres of the particles.

MeV & MeV/ftn

0.5 -,

10 fm

Fg.8.6 shows the same situation as J%<?.awith an expanded ordinate.
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Now, let us consider the relation between potential and force for the case without Coulomb
term.'The following two figures show the force on the particles in comparison with the two-
particle potential without coulomb term. As before, the scale ofthe ordinate is valid for both
curves.

MeV & MeV/fm

10 fm

ms.a.

aex : 5

rpo : 2.01 fm

ca: 19.197 MeVfm5

cr: 14.463 MeVfm7

rfo: 1.0293 fm

rex : 7

V„: -4.1 MeV

fxgS.a shows the two-particle potentials and the force for the case that one or both particles
are uncharged versus the distance ofthe mass centres ofthe particles.
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Ttg.9.6 shows the same situation as Jîg.9.a with an expanded ordinate.
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Finally we compare the forces on the particles for the cases with and without coulomb term.
We see that the amplitudes of the différences between the forces are relative small.

MeV/fm

10

-10

•

pp,<^nn

0 12 3 4 5 6 7 10 fm

Tig.l0.a.

aex : 5

rpo : 2.01 fm

ca : 19.197 MeVfm5

cr : 14.463 MeVfm7

rfo: 1.0293 fm

rex : 7

V„: -4.1 MeV

Ty.l0.a shows the two-particle force for the case that both particles are charged (pp) and
for the case that one or both particles are uncharged (nn) versus the distance of the mass
centres of the particles.

MeV/fm

0.5-,
Ty.10.6.

aex : 5

rpo : 2.01 fm

ca: 19.197 MeVfm5

cr : 14.463 MeVfm7

rfo: 1.0293 fm

rex : 7

V„: -4.1 MeV

Jy.10.6 shows the same situation as Jîg.lO.a with an expanded ordinate. For particle
distances larger than 2-rfo, the two-particle force without Coulomb term (nn) rests négative
for ail times and approaches asymptotically zéro, whereas the force oftwo charged particles
becomes positive at r = 4.2 fm, reaches a maximum of 0.05 MeV/fm at r = 5.4 fm and
decreases also asymptotically to zéro.
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B.6.7. The iteration-step parameter and the step width control parameter

As elucidated by means of example (110), the précisionof the numerical time-dependent
solutions which are obtained by the algorithm (105m ...h) dépend on the fourth order of the
iteration-stepwidth h, whereh is an finite timeintervalbetween two time-dependentstates
of the systemat times t'and ti+1. We rememberthat équation (106) gives only a theoretical,
mathematical upper limit of the numerical error which dépends on h4. As told, it is not
possible to get a définitive value for the numericalerror. On the other hand, it is absolutely
necessary to know this error or at least the value of its upper limit, otherwise the numerical
results will not make any sensé.
The only way we hâve to get information about the précision is to study simplified situations
under extremely conditions for which the exact solutions are known. Then, the numerical
results can be compared with the exact solutions in order to obtain an définitive value for
the upper limit of the error. Such a situation is realized as follows. We assume a system of
two uncharged particles at a distance of 40 fm. They are placed on the x-axis at the positions
t1 = (-20,0,0) and r2 = (+20,0,0). The initial velocities of the particlesare assumedto be
Vj = (+1.39,0,0) and v2 = (-1.39,0,0). The dimension of the velocity is [v] = fm/r, where
x is the unit of the characteristic time. More about the définition of units is given a few page
later. The velocity of 1.39 fm/x corresponds to a kinetic energy of=1 MeV. Furthermore,
the spins of the particles are assumed to be antiparallel, i.e. the magnetic dipole moment of
particle 1 is parallel to the magnetic field generated by particle 2 and the magnetic dipole
moment of particle 2 is parallel to the magnetic field of particle 1. In this spécial case, the
direction vectors of the particles will not perform precession. So, the initial data set for the
following tests is given by:

Initial Data Set:

particle 1 charge = 0

-2.00000000000000E+0001 0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000

0.00000000000000E+0000 0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000

1.3 9000000000000E+0000 0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000

particle 2 charge = 0

2.00000000000000E+0001 0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000

0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000 O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000

-1.39000000000000E+0000 0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000

0.0000000OOO0000E+00OO

1.00000000000000E+0000

O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000

0.00000000000000E+0000

-1.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000

O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000

(128)

The first row of each block shows the particle number and the particle charge, the second
row contains the particle position, the third row gives the normalized direction vector and
the fourth row contains the velocity components. The data are given incartesiancoordinates.

We do not know the analytical solution of the complicate équations of motion which are
given by the équations (73), (74) and (85m ... c). But it is obvious, that the data set (128)
represents the initial condition for a simulationof a two-particle collision. The particles are
uncharged, i.e. there is no Lorentz force which would cause a deflection perpendicular to
the initial flight direction. Also the spécial choice of the direction vectors of the particle
dipole moments prevents that the particle trajectories quit the x-axis. Therefore, we can
expect that after the itération starts, the particles will move along the x-axis in direction of
the mass centre of the two-particle system which is equal to the origin of the coordinate
system. A collision will happen and the particles will be scattered back under 180°.
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Then the particles move the inverse way on the x-axis in the direction of the point from
where they started. Ifthey reach their initial points, the amplitude of their velocities must
be exactly the same as at the beginning!This fact offers the possibility to check the précision
of the itération method. In order to obtain information about the numerical error we simply
compare the amplitudes of the final velocity vf and the initial velocity v. In the following
we présent the results ofsome tests which are always performed under the same initial
conditions given by (128)but with différent iteration-step widths h.

Error-Test 1: h = 0.1 T = const.

particle 1 charge = 0

-2.02296327562887E+0001 0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000 0.0000O0O0000O00E+0O00
0.00000000000000E+0000 0.00000000000000E+0000 1.00000000000000E+0000
-8.56122491680627E+0000 0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000 0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000

particle 2 charge = 0

2.02296327562887E+0001 0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000 0.00000000000000E+0000
0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000 0.00000000000000E+0000 -1.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000
8.56122491680627E+0000 0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000 0.0000000000O000E+00O0

Itération steps : 174

Real time : 17.4000 t

amax : 63.2085 fm/x2

xis a time unit of1022 seconds and real time is the real system time related to t =0when
the itération starts. If the iteration-step width is constant for ail itération steps the real time
is given by the product ofthe numberofitérations and the iteration-step width. The variable
amax gives the maximum of the accélération terms which occurred during the whole test
The first error test (129m) shows that the choice of h=0.1 xis not eligible to solve the
équations ofmotion. The différence of the amplitude of the initial velocity v. and the final
velocity vf represents an error ofmore than 600%. The subdivision by h=0. l'x ofthe time-
dependent problem is to rough. Consequently, the lattice points ofthe itération cannot
follow the form ofthe potential as required.

Therefore, we reduce the iteration-step width hby one order of magnitude and try again.

(129.6)
Error-Test 2: h = 0.01 T = const.

(129m)

particle 1 charge = 0

-2.00009004348536E+0001 0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000 0.O0000000000OOOE+O000
0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000 0.00OOO000000000E+0000 1.00000000000000E+0000
-1.38812028940112E+0000 0.00000000000000E+0000 0.OO000000000OO0E+O000

particle 2 charge = 0

2.00009004348536E+0001 0.00OOO000000000E+OO00 0.000000O000O000E+000O
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000 0.00000000000000E+00OO -1.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000
1.38812028940112E+0000 0.0OO0000000O0OOE+000O 0.0000O000OO00OOE+O0O0

Itération steps : 2717

Real time : 27.1700 T

amax : 117.1632 fm/T2

The différence of the amplitudes between the initial and the final velocities is now
0.001879711 fm/x which represents an error of 1.35103. This corresponds to an error of
the kinetic energy of 2.7-10*3.
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The reason why thefinal particle positions are not exactly the same as the initial ones is
explained by the fact that the procédure isstopped by an "IF" condition onto the particles
x-coordinate. The final positions dépend onhow close isthelastbutoneposition tothebreak
condition andontheiteration-step widthofthelastitération. Thesmallvariation ofthefinal
positions has no sufficient influence on the final velocities because atparticle distances of
40 fm the particles can be treated as free with particles velocity beingconstant.
Inorder toexplore thepower ofthearithmetic processor wereduce theiteration-step width
again by one order of magnitude.

Error-Test 3: h = 0.001 T const.

particle 1 charge =

-2.00000954742848E+0001

0.00000000000000E+0000

-1.3 899999797 3 075E+0000

particle 2 charge =

2.00000954742848E+0001

O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000

1.38999997973075E+0000

0

0.00000OOOOOOOO0E+00O0

0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000

O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000

0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000

O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000

O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000

Itération steps

Real time

amax

27152

27.1520 T

121.2037 fm/T2

0.00000000000000E+0000

1.00000000000000E+0000

0.00000000000000E+0000

O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000

-1.00000000000000E+0000

0.OOO00O000O0O0OE+000O

(129.C)

Now, the absolute différence of the amplitudesbetween the initial and the final velocities
is 2.027-108 fm/xwhichrepresents anerrorof 1.46-10"8. Thiscorresponds to anerrorof the
kinetic energy of 2.92-10"8.

Only to see, we try to touchthe limitof the arithmetic processor andreducethe iteration-
step width h again by one order of magnitude.

Error-Test 4: 0.0001 T = const.

particle 1 charge = 0
-2.00000027475329E+0001 0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000

0.000O0O0000O000E+000O 0.000000O0000000E+0000

-1.38999999998374E+0000 0.0000000000O000E+O000

particle 2 charge =

2.00000027475329E+0001

0.00000000000000E+0000

1.38999999998374E+0000

0

0.00000000000000E+0000

O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000

0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000

Itération steps

Real time

amax

271513

27.1513 T

121.2371 fm/T2

0.00000000000000E+0000

1.00000000000000E+0000

0.00000000000000E+0000

O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000

-1.00000000000000E+0000

0.00000000000O00E+0000

(129.d)

The différence of the amplitudes between the initial and the final velocities after more than
270000 itération steps is 1.63-10" fm/x which represents an error of 1.25-10"". This
corresponds to an error of the kinetic energy of 2.27-10".
Starting from error test 2 (129.6) we reduced the iteration-step width h twice by one order
of magnitude and the error decreased by eight orders. This resuit is in very good agreement
with the prédiction of the error function (106)oî the itération method (105.a... fi). In particular
error test 4 (129.d) demonstrates in a clear form the excellent précision of the arithmetic
processor.
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By means oferror test 1(129.a)to error test 4 (129.d)v/e hâve shown that itispossible tosolve
the time-dependent équations of motion given by (73), (74) and (85a... çlwithin an error
smaller than 1010 by using the numerical method given by (105a.... 6). But, wealso hâve
seen that it is necessary to increase the numerical performance in order to get higher
précision, whereas therealtimeperformances restconstant. Ontheotherhand,wewishthat
the real time performance isas large as possible. So, we are obliged to make acompromise
between high précision on the one side and large real time performance ontheother side.
Itshouldbementioned that the error tests are calculated for veryextremely initial conditions
to get an idea of the upper limit of an explicit value of the numerical error. We simulated
central collisions offree particles. The maximal particleaccélération which occurred during
the collisionprocess was »120fm/x2. Inthe caseofmulti-particle Systems, suchaswe intend
tostudy, the particles are inbound states, the average particle kinetic energy issmaller and
central collisions are very rare. As we will see later, the velocity distributions ofthe particles
for chaotic multi-particle Systems are obtained as Maxwell distributions. The Maxwell
distributions which are obtained by the calculations, dépend only on the average kinetic
energyperparticlebutnotontheparticle numbers. Weperformed severalcalculations with
particle numbers up to n=250 for some ten thousands ofitération steps. For average kinetic
énergies per particle around 1MeV we got the resuit, that the maximal particle accélération
which occurs during the whole calculations is also =120 fm/x2, whereas the maximum
particle accélération ofone itération step isinaverage =35 fm/x2. Ifwe compare this resuit
with the error tests, it follows that in order to warrant a précision of«MO5 during the
complète calculations itisnecessary toset h=2-103. We compared the number ofitération
steps where the particle accélérations were higher than90 fm/x2 with the totalnumber of
itérations and wefound thattheprobability fortheoccurrenceofthèse events issmallerthan
1%. Obviously, itwould be possible to calculate the most part ofitérations with a larger
iteration-step width as h=2-10"3 by conserving the précision, i.e. the real time performance
would essentially increase. For this reason, we implemented an auto-step width-control
facility in our numerical method. This facility enables the program to calculate with larger
itération step width up to adefault value h0 ifparticle accélérations are small and reduces
the step width ifparticle accélérations increase. This is realized by the following function:

\K
h = V e » (130)

Where hQ is the default upper limit of the iteration-step width, a is the maximal particle
accélération otaninstantaneous itération step anda isastep-widthcontrol-parameter. The
maximal particle accélération can beobtained simultaneously with the calculation of the
first Runge-Kutta coefficients (105e) and is given by:

l»*J = Max {If3-1!, ... Jf6»!} (131)

The functions f3^1 to f6" are explained by table (109). The step-width control-parameter is
an empirical value which dépends on rex and aex. For multi-particle Systems with average
kinetic particle énergies of 1 MeVthe best precision-to-real-time ratiocouldbe realized
with h0 = 0.01 x and

a = ™*°* (132)
(aex + rex)/3 l '
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Wecalculate another errortestwith adynamical iteration-step width. Asbefore, weusethe
data set of initial conditions given by (128).

Error-Test 5: h = h(i) ho = 0.01 T

particle 1 charge = 0

-2.00000816800041E+0001 0.O0000000OO000OE+0000 0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000
0.00000O00OO0OOOE+OOOO O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000 1.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000

-1.390049207473OOE+0000 0.00000000000000E+0000 0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000

particle 2 charge = 0

2.00000816800041E+0001 0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000 0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000

0.00000000000000E+0000 0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000 -1.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000
1.39004920747300E+0000 0.00000000000000E+0000 0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000

Itération steps : 2856

Real time : 27.1572 T

amax : 121.2394 fm/T2

The différence of the amplitudes between the initial and the final velocities is now
0.00004921 fm/x whichrepresents anerrorof 3.54-10"5. Thiscorresponds to anerrorof the
kinetic energy of 7.08-105.
Wecompare theresuit (129.e)with thefollowing calculation. Weusea constant stepwidth
which leads afteralso2856 itération steps to thesame real-time performance as in (129.e).
This step width is obtained as h = 0.01 x • 27.1527/28.56 = 0.0095072479 x.

Error-Test 6: h = 0.0095072479 T = const.

particle 1 charge = 0

-2.00000070233362E+0001 0.00000000000000E+0000 0.000000000O0000E+0000

0.00000000000000E+0000 O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000 1.00000000000000E+0000

-1.3 8852866844673E+0000 O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000 0.00000000000000E+0000

particle 2 charge = 0

2.00000070233362E+0001 O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000 0.00000000000000E+0000

O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000 0.00000000000000E+0000 -1.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000

1.3 8852866844673E+0000 O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000 0.000000000O0000E+00O0

Itération steps

Real time

amax

2857

27.1667 T

119.3161 fm/T2

(129.e)

(129.J)

The différence betweenthe amplitudes of initial and final velocity is now 0.001471 fm/x
which represents anerror of 1.06-103. This corresponds to anerror of the kinetic energy
of2.12-103.

The error tests 5 (129.e) and 6 (129.f)axe calculated with the same number ofitération steps,
i.e. the same Computing time, and the same real-time performance. Obviously, in the case
oferrortest5where wecalculated with adynamical itération stepwidth, theerroris around
one and ahalf orders ofmagnitude less than inthe case oferror test 6where the step width
was constant. We also compare error test 5with error test 2. In error test 2,the itération step
width was constant and equal to the default upper step width limit hQ oferror test 5. In both
cases we hâve the same real-time performance. But, the calculation with adynamical step
width increased the numerical performance by only 5.1% whereas the numerical error
decreased by one and a half order of magnitude.
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The reader should note that the auto^step control-facility (130)has empirical character. It is
not applicable to any differential équation. This is explained by the following fact. The
modification of the itération step width h=ti+1 -11 ofan actual itération step iis done in view
of the term ofmaximum particle accélération amax (131)at time t', i.e. at the beginning of the
actual time interval [t',t'+']. The reason is, that amax is obtained simultaneously with the first
Runge-Kutta coefficients given by (lOS.e) which are calculated independent of h. For this
reason, we hâve only information about the particle accélérations at the time tj. As we hâve
shown by means ofexample (110), the numerical error dépends on the derivative ofthe
accélération terms. But, with amax only given attime t1, we do not hâve this information. In
order to construct a mathematically correct step-width control-function it would be
necessary tocalculate amax also at times V+ h/2 and tj + h. But then, our method would
become adouble-step method, i.e. with the first step for agiven hQ ail the coefficients given
by (105.e... h) hâve to be calculated in order to get information about the derivative ofa
Then the step width h0 has to be modified in accordance of this information. Now, by the
second pass of (105e... /îjwith amodified step width the itération step from t1 to ti+1'can be
performed. This procédure would increase the Computing time in any case by 100%
irrespective ofthe need to modify the step width for the actual itération step. Our step-width
control-function (130) makes sensé only in connection with the following assumption.
Because ofthe knowledge ofour two-particle potential (Jïg. 7.a.)and the forces (ry.l0.a.)xve
can conjecture that ifthe accélération is high at acertain time t', itis very probable that it
also changes strongly until ti+1. Therefore, we modify the step width apriori at the beginning
ofan actual time interval [t\ti+1] in view of amax at t1 even when we do not know exactly how
much amax wiU change during the time interval. Nevertheless, the évidence of our step-
control function (130) could be shown by practical tests (129.e).

Finally, we consider some features concerning the précision ofthe numerical results in the
case ofmulti-particle Systems with largerparticle numbers, i.e. n>20. One important point
is, that the average numerical error for one interaction oftwo particles decreases with
increasing particle numbers. This can be explained as follows. Significantnumerical errors
of two-particle interactions are predominantly generated in the case of two colliding
neighbouring particles where the répulsive part of the potential becomes effective. The
number ofthis kind ofinteraction for one particle is approximately constant because each
particle can hâve only alimited number (=12) ofneighbouring particles. Consequently, the
total number of thèse "strong" interactions is proportional to the total particle number nof
the system. On the other hand the total number of interactions is given by n-(n-l)/2, i.e.
proportional to n2. Ifparticle distances are larger than 3-rfo the numerical errors of two-
particle interactions can be neglected in comparison with the errors of the "strong"
interactions. It follows, that the average numerical error per interaction is proportional to
1/n. For this reason, itispossible with our method to guarantee aconservation ofthe total
energy better than 106 also for Systems with particle numbers n > 200 for more than 105
itération steps.
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B.6.8.

B.6.9.

List of system parameters

The following list shows an accumulation of ail system parameters which are used during
ail the subséquent calculations. t

(135)

coupling constant of the coulomb part

coupling constant of the attractive part

coupling constant of the répulsive part

attractive exponent of r

répulsive exponent of r

depth of the two-particle potential (see Jîg.1)

radius of the potentialminimum(see 9ïg.l)

radius where the potential is zéro (see Jîg.l)

default upper limit of the iteration-step width

iteration-step width control parameter

cc : 1.43997566 MeV-fm

ca : 19.197 MeVfm5

cr : 19.463 MeV-fm7

aex :5

rex :7

Vo :-4.1 MeV

rfo : 1.0293 fm

rpo : 2.01 fm

ho : 0.01 x

a : 30 fm/x2

MicroscODic dimension units

Inorder to avoid numerical calculations withhighdecadicexponents, amicroscopic system
ofbasic units will be introduced. The system of units is close to the Sl-system, within only
the basic units of time and length being changed. The basic length is chosen according the
dimension of the microscopic particles. The basic time unit is chosen according to the
characteristic time of the microscopic Systems which is given byx= (m-d2/VQ)1/2. With m
being the particle mass, d the distance between the mass centres of two neighbouring
particles in the potential minimum and VQ the depth of the two-particle potential.

Wedefine lx := 1-10"22 seconds and 1 fm := l-1015meter (136)

The following table shows some physical constants expressedby the previous dimensions:

light velocity c = 29.9792458
x̂

magnetic field constant ^0 = An Y4
A-fm

nuclear magneton Hk = 5050.824 A-fm2

electric unit charge e = 1602.189 A-x

Planck-quantum fi = 6.582174137 MeV-x

nuclear mass unit u = 931.5017407 MeV
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B.7. Initial conditions

Beforedynamical calculations ofmulti-particle Systems canbestarted,theinitialconditions
in formof initialdatasets,suchasgivenby (128), mustbecreated.Thedatasetof anensemble
comprising n particles consists of n blocks. Each block contains the information about one
particle. Thèse are the charge, the position incoordinate space, the orientationoftheparticle
angular momentum and the particle velocity.
We start to discuss the initial particlepositions in coordinate space. First, wecalculate the
position vectors ofparticle mass centres of thesmallest, most compact, three-dimensional
configuration. This configuration is realized by an ensemble of four particles where ail
particledistances areequal. Forthemoment weassume thatailparticles hâvethesamemass
andthemass centre of thefour-particle ensemble is in theorigin. Under thisconditions we
can use the four position vectors asa basis in order tocalculate other particle positions of
larger Systems. The conditions of the four position vectorscan be written as follows.

|r,-r2|=d |?,-?4|=d |?2-?4|=d (138)

|?,-?3|=d |?,-?,|-d |?3-?4|=d

The équations (138) imply that ailparticle distances are equal. The distance d is related to
the mass centres of the particles. Thedistance d is given by d = 2-rfo. In thecase thatail
particle masses are equal, the condition for the mass centre ofthe ensemble is the following:

F, + F2 + F, +" F4 * 0 (139)

The conditions (138)and (139)lcad toasystem ofcoupled équations ofsecond order which
is given by:

(x. - x2)2 + (y. - y2)2 + (z, - z2)2 = d2 (140)

(x,-x3)2 + (y,-y3)2 + (z,-z3)2 = d2

(x. - xJ2 + (y, - y4)2 + (h - z4>2 = d2

(x2-x3>2 + (y2-y3)2 + (z2-z3)2 = d2

(x2-x4)2 + (y2-y4)2 + (z2-z4)2 = d2

(x3 - x4>2 + (y, - y4)2 + {h - z4)2 = d2

Xj + x2 + x3 + x4 = 0

y. + y2 + y3 + y4 = °

z, + z2 + z3 + z4 = 0
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The system of équations (140) represents a tetragonal configuration where the particles are
placed on a spherical shell. The system is under-determined, consequently that leads to an
infinité number of solutions which ail satisfy the conditions (138) and (139). Some more
conditions can be fixed without restriction of generality. First, we assume that particle 4 is
placed on the positive part ofthe z-axis. Thus, the x and y-components ofthe position vector
of particle 4 vanish.

x4 my4 = 0 (141m)

Under the condition that the mass centre of the ensemble is in the origin, it follows for the
z-components of the other position vectors:

z1 = z2 = z3 = -|z4 (141.6)

Furthermore, we assume that particle 3 is placed in the y-z-plane, i.e. the x-component of
the third position vector is zéro.

x3 m0 (141.C)

As before, with the condition that the mass centre of the ensemble is in the origin, it follows
for the y-components of position vector 1 and 2:

y, = y2 =-±y3 m><0

Finally, we can write the condition for the x-components of the position vectors of particle
1 and 2 as follows:

x2 = -x, (141.e)

With the supplementary conditions (141m ...e)\ï is possible to eliminate or to substitute the
variables x2, x3, x4, y,, y2, y4, z,, z2 and z3. Then, system (140)can be written as:

(142)

4xf+ ±y32 -2(-ly3--i-y3)+-iy2+(-lz4)2 .2(-lz4.-lz4) + (-lz4)2 = d2

x2+ (-|y3)2 - 2(-Iy3- y3) + y2 + (-jz4)2 -2(-Iz4.-Iz4) + (-|z4)2 = d2

x2+(-jy3)2 +(-lz4)2 .2(-lz4.z4) + z2 =d2

xf + (-|y3)2 - 2(-ly3- y,) + y2 + (-|z4)2 .2(-lz4..Xz4) + (-±z4)2 = d2

x2 + ("|y3)2 + (-jz4)2 - 2(-lz4. z4) + z2 = d2

- r|2+ y, +(-4z4)2 -2(-lz4.z4) + z42 =d
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From the system oféquations (142) remains:

4x2 = d2

x2 + 9 y24*3 = d2

x2 + 1 v2
7*3

+ 16Z2 = d2

y32 + 16 Z2 _ d2
9 4

(143)

From (148) we obtain the solution for x,, y, and z :
1^3 4

xf = |d2 y2 = ±d2 z2 = }d2 (144)

By using the conditions (141m. ... ejwe can write the components of the position vectors of
the four particles as follows:

x, = ±d y. = - -hd1 VÎT zi = " 4* d1 -\/24

x, = -±d y2 = - -hd2 yî2 z^-^Td
x3= 0 v = -L d*3 v? *--**
x = 0

4 y4=o «.«V?*

(145)

Finally, the basis in order to calculate the lattice points representing particle positions of
larger ensembles can be written as follows:

*>iBd' ( 2 , "W ., ~W) (146)
^ =d- (-{ , -^r , -^Jr)
b3=d( 0 , £ , "^)
b4=d-( 0 , 0 , il )

Linear combinations of this four basis vectors generate the position vectors of other
particles.

?i = V b, + v b2 + a3- b3 + a4- b4 (147)

With a. (j =1... 4) being integer numbers to generate the position vector ofparticle i.
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The following table shows the first 240 linear combinations which are obtained by équation
(147). Each line contains the position number ofparticle i, its distance with respect to the
origin and the set of four integer numbers in the ordera4, aj3, ai2, a.,.

(148)

1 r = 1.26063 0 0 0 1 81 r = 5.19771 0 1 4 4 161 r = 6.30315 0 6 4 3

2 r = 1.26063 0 0 1 0 82 r = 5.19771 0 2 2 5 162 r a 6.30315 3 0 4 6

3 r = 1.26063 0 1 0 0 83 r = 5.19771 0 2 5 2 163 r = 6.30315 3 0 6 4

4 r = 1.26063 1 0 0 0 84 r = 5.19771 0 4 1 4 164 r - 6.30315 3 4 0 6

5 r = 2.41392 0 1 2 2 85 r = 5.19771 0 4 4 1 165 r = 6.30315 3 4 6 0

6 x = 2.41392 0 2 1 2 86 r = 5.19771 0 5 2 2 166 r = 6.30315 3 6 0 4

7 x = 2.41392 0 2 2 1 87 r = 5.19771 1 0 4 4 167 r = 6.30315 3 6 4 0

8 r = 2.41392 1 0 2 2 88 r = 5.19771 1 4 0 4 168 r a 6.30315 4 0 3 6

9 r = 2.41392 1 2 0 2 89 r = 5.19771 1 4 4 0 169 r = 6.30315 4 0 6 3

10 r = 2.41392 1 2 2 0 90 r = 5.19771 2 0 2 5 170 r = 6.30315 4 3 0 6

11 r = 2.41392 2 0 1 2 91 r = 5.19771 2 0 5 2 171 r a 6.30315 4 3 6 0

12 r = 2.41392 2 0 2 1 92 r = 5.19771 2 2 0 5 172 r = 6.30315 4 6 0 3

13 r = 2.41392 2 1 0 2 93 r = 5.19771 2 2 5 0 173 r = 6.30315 4 6 3 0

14 r = 2.41392 2 1 2 0 94 r = 5.19771 2 5 0 2 174 r a 6.30315 5 0 0 0

15 r = 2.41392 2 2 0 1 95 r = 5.19771 2 5 2 0 175 r = 6.30315 6 0 3 4

16 r a 2.41392 2 2 1 0 96 r = 5.19771 4 0 1 4 176 r = 6.30315 6 0 4 3

n r = 3.17252 0 1 1 3 97 r a 5.19771 4 0 4 1 177 r = 6.30315 6 3 0 4

18 r = 3.17252 0 1 3 1 98 r = 5.19771 4 1 0 4 178 r = 6.30315 6 3 4 0

19 x = 3.17252 0 3 1 1 99 r = 5.19771 4 1 4 0 179 r = 6.30315 6 4 0 3

20 r = 3.17252 1 0 1 3 100 r - 5.19771 4 4 0 1 180 r = 6.30315 6 4 3 0

21 r = 3.17252 1 0 3 1 101 r = 5.19771 4 4 1 0 181 r a 6.63080 0 0 4 5

22 r = 3.17252 1 1 0 3 102 r = 5.19771 5 0 2 2 182 X = 6.63080 0 0 5 4

23 r = 3.17252 1 1 3 0 103 x = 5.19771 5 2 0 2 183 X - 6.63080 0 1 2 6

24 r = 3.17252 1 3 0 1 104 r = 5.19771 5 2 2 0 184 X = 6.63080 0 1 6 2

25 r = 3.17252 1 3 1 0 105 r = 5.59053 0 1 3 5 185 X = 6.63080 0 2 1 6

26 r = 3.17252 3 0 1 1 106 r = 5.59053 0 1 5 3 186 r = 6.63080 0 2 6 1

27 r = 3.17252 3 1 0 1 107 r = 5.59053 0 3 1 5 187 r - 6.63080 0 4 0 5

28 r = 3.17252 3 1 1 0 108 r = 5.59053 0 3 5 1 188 r = 6.63080 0 4 5 0

29 r = 3.78189 0 0 2 3 109 r = 5.59053 0 4 4 5 189 r = 6.63080 0 5 0 4

30 r = 3.78189 0 0 3 2 110 r = 5.59053 0 4 5 4 190 x = 6.63080 0 5 4 0

31 r = 3.78189 0 2 0 3 111 r = 5.59053 0 5 1 3 191 x = 6.63080 0 6 1 2

32 r = 3.78189 0 2 3 0 112 r a 5.59053 0 5 3 1 192 X = 6.63080 0 6 2 1

33 r = 3.78189 0 3 0 2 113 r = 5.59053 0 5 4 4 193 X = 6.63080 1 0 2 6

34 r = 3.78189 0 3 2 0 114 r = 5.59053 1 0 3 5 194 X = 6.63080 1 0 6 2

35 r = 3.78189 0 3 3 3 115 r = 5.59053 1 0 5 3 195 X = 6.63080 1 2 0 6

36 r = 3.78189 2 0 0 3 116 r - 5.59053 1 3 0 5 196 X = 6.63080 1 2 6 0

37 r = 3.78189 2 0 3 0 117 r = 5.59053 1 3 5 0 197 X = 6.63080 1 6 0 2

38 r = 3.78189 2 3 0 0 118 r = 5.59053 1 5 0 3 198 X a 6.63080 1 6 2 0

39 r = 3.78189 3 0 0 2 119 r a 5.59053 1 5 3 0 199 r = 6.63080 2 0 1 6

40 r = 3.78189 3 0 2 0 120 x = 5.59053 3 0 1 5 200 r a 6.63080 2 0 6 1

41 r = 3.78189 3 0 3 3 121 r = 5.59053 3 0 5 1 201 r a 6.63080 2 1 0 6

42 r = 3.78189 3 2 0 0 122 r = 5.59053 3 1 0 5 202 r = 6.63080 2 1 6 0

43 r = 3.78189 3 3 0 3 123 r = 5.59053 3 1 5 0 203 r a 6.63080 2 S 0 1

44 r = 3.78189 3 3 3 0 124 x = 5.59053 3 5 0 1 204 r a 6.63080 2 6 1 0

45 r = 4.30587 0 2 3 4 125 r = 5.59053 3 5 1 0 205 r = 6.63080 4 0 0 5

46 r a 4.30587 0 2 4 3 126 r = 5.59053 4 0 4 5 206 r a 6.63080 4 0 5 0

47 r = 4.30587 0 3 2 4 127 r = 5.59053 4 0 5 4 207 r a 6.63080 4 5 0 0

48 r = 4.30587 0 3 4 2 128 r - 5.59053 4 4 0 5 208 r a 6.63080 5 0 0 4

49 r = 4.30587 0 4 2 3 129 r = 5.59053 4 4 5 0 209 r a 6.63080 5 0 4 0

50 r = 4.30587 0 4 3 2 130 r = 5.59053 4 5 0 4 210 r = 6.63080 5 4 0 0

51 r = 4.30587 2 0 3 4 131 r = 5.59053 4 5 4 0 211 r = 6.63080 6 0 1 2

52 r = 4.30587 2 0 4 3 132 r = 5.59053 5 0 1 3 212 r a 6.63080 6 0 2 1

53 r = 4.30587 2 3 0 4 133 r - 5.59053 5 0 3 1 213 r = 6.63080 6 1 0 2

54 r = 4.30587 2 3 4 0 134 x = 5.59053 5 0 4 4 214 r a 6.63080 6 1 2 0

55 r = 4.30587 2 4 0 3 135 r = 5.59053 5 1 0 3 215 r a 6.63080 6 2 0 1

56 r = 4.30587 2 4 3 0 136 r = 5.59053 5 1 3 0 216 r = 6.63080 6 2 1 0

57 r = 4.30587 3 0 2 4 137 r = 5.59053 5 3 0 1 217 r = 6.94301 0 2 5 6

58 r = 4.30587 3 0 4 2 138 r = 5.59053 5 3 1 0 218 r = 6.94301 0 2 6 5

59 r = 4.30587 3 2 0 4 139 r = 5.59053 5 4 0 4 219 r = 6.94301 0 5 2 6

60 r a 4.30587 3 2 4 0 140 r = 5.59053 5 4 4 0 220 X a 6.94301 0 5 6 2

61 r = 4.30587 3 4 0 2 141 r = 5.95750 0 3 5 5 221 r = 6.94301 0 6 2 5

62 r = 4.30587 3 4 2 0 142 r = 5.95750 0 5 3 5 222 r a 6.94301 0 6 5 2

63 r = 4.30587 4 0 2 3 143 r = 5.95750 0 5 5 3 223 r = 6.94301 2 0 5 6

64 r = 4.30587 4 0 3 2 144 r = 5.95750 3 0 5 5 224 r = 6.94301 2 0 6 5

65 r = 4.30587 4 2 0 3 145 r = 5.95750 3 5 0 5 225 r = 6.94301 2 5 0 6

66 r = 4.30587 4 2 3 0 146 r = 5.95750 3 5 5 0 226 r = 6.94301 2 5 6 0

67 r = 4.30587 4 3 0 2 147 r = 5.95750 5 0 3 5 227 r = 6.94301 2 6 0 5

68 r a 4.30587 4 3 2 0 148 r = 5.95750 5 0 5 3 228 r a 6.94301 2 6 5 0

69 r = 4.77267 0 0 1 4 149 r = 5.95750 5 3 0 5 229 r a 6.94301 5 0 2 6

70 r = 4.77267 0 0 4 1 150 r - 5.95750 5 3 5 0 230 r = 6.94301 5 0 6 2

71 r = 4.77267 0 1 0 4 151 x = 5.95750 5 5 0 3 231 r a 6.94301 5 2 0 6

72 r = 4.77267 0 1 4 0 152 r = 5.95750 5 5 3 0 232 r a 6.94301 5 2 6 0

73 r = 4.77267 0 4 0 1 153 r a 6.30315 0 0 0 5 233 r = 6.94301 5 6 0 2

74 r = 4.77267 0 4 1 0 154 r a 6.30315 0 0 5 0 234 r a 6.94301 5 6 2 0

75 r = 4.77267 1 0 0 4 155 r = 6.30315 0 3 4 6 235 r a 6.94301 6 0 2 5

76 r = 4.77267 1 0 4 0 156 r = 6.30315 0 3 6 4 236 r a 6.94301 6 0 5 2

77 r = 4.77267 1 4 0 0 157 r - 6.30315 0 4 3 6 237 r a 6.94301 6 2 0 5

78 r = 4.77267 4 0 0 1 158 x a 6.30315 0 4 6 3 238 r a 6.94301 6 2 5 0

79 r = 4.77267 4 0 1 0 159 r = 6.30315 0 5 0 0 239 r a 6.94301 6 5 0 2

80 r = 4.77267 4 1 0 0 160 r = 6.30315 0 6 3 4 240 X a 6.94301 6 5 2 0
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Table (148)gives thepossible particle positions incartesian coordinates by thecoefficients
of the linearcombination (147). Theparticlepositions areplacedondifférentshells.Inorder
tosetupa system ofa given number nofparticles, weuse thefirst npositions of table (147).
Ingênerai we hâve the situation that nk < n < nk+1 where nk is the particle number of the
lastcomplète shell andnk+1 is theparticle number of thenext closed shell. Thatmeans, we
can put (n - nk) particles on (nk+1 - nk) possible positions which hâve the same distance to
the origin. Wesélect the(n- nk) particle positions insuch a way, thatthemass centre of the
whole ensemble is as near as possible to the origin.
Up to now, we assumed ail particles to be equal. The next step is to define the particle
charges. As we hâve seen, table (148)\\sts the particle position in the order of increasing
radii. Westartwith position 1andsetinalternation theparticle charges equalto0(+e) and
l(+e). Inthe case ofequal numbers ofprotons n and neutrons nn, this method leads to an
approximately homogeneous distribution ofchargedparticles overthewholeensemble (see
Jig.lO.c p.64). If the proton number is différent from the number of neutrons, we set the
charges in alternating wiseas far as it is possible to fill upcomplète shells. It follows that
(n - nk) particle positions remain from which np - nk/2 hâve to by specified as protons and
nn - nk/2 hâve to be specified as neutrons. We put the remaining protonsand neutrons on
theremaining (n- nk) positions insuch a way that thetotal potential energy oftheensemble
becomes a minimum, i.e.:

Vtot = XXV := Min (149)

Where V.. is the potential energy oftwo particles resulting from the two-particle potential
which is given by équation (15).

Now the components ofthe direction vectors which détermine the orientation ofthe dipoles
and spins hâve tobegenerated. Weadjust thedirection vector ofeachparticle thatit fulfils
the following condition:

U • B
-r^r := 1 V i=l,2,... ,n

\Vt\- \BJ (150)

With: Btot=BtJ. , Jl.SrlV.V» *"d |5| = 1

Theleft-hand sideoféquation (l^represents thecosines oftheangle betweenthedirection
of the magnetic dipole field ofparticle i andthedirection of thelocal magnetic field at the
position ofparticle i.Ifthe angle between both directions iszéro, the cosines becomes equal
one. It follows, condition (150) implies that each particle dipole moment is orientated in
direction ofthe local magnetic field atitsposition. Inorder toobtain thecomponents ofthe
direction vectors of ailparticles which satisfy the condition (150) weperform anitérative
procédure. The principle of the procédure is the following. We start with arbitrary
orientations of the direction vectors. Then, we calculate themagnetic field components of
the local magnetic field at eachparticle position. Now, wesmoothly change thedirection
vectors by turning thedipole moments a small stepin the direction of the magnetic field.
This procédure must be repeated until ail particle direction vectors are adjusted.
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We start the procédure with direction vectors orientated inradial direction depending on
the particle position. This is realized by simply setting:

Gm = Jl (151)

Now, the total magnetic field ateach particle position iscalculated according équation (29).
Theanglebetween thedirection ofthemagnetic fieldandthedipole moment canbewritten
as a vector whose components consists of angle différences.

AQDf = (Atff , Acp?>) = l ( ï£ ,Btot ) (152m)

The relations between û, (p and the angle components incartesian coordinates are given by
équations (12). Now,weturnthedipolemoments byasmallstepin thedirections of thelocal
magnetic fields. This is done by opérations acting on the particledirection vectors.

of11 = of + k- Aâff 0<k<0.5 (152.6)

The factor k gives the amplitude of the modification. Ifk is chosen tosmall, theprocédure
(152m, 6) has to be repeated very often. If k is chosen to big, the procédure will not be
convergent. A criteria of convergency is given by:

ZNri < XM?>| (153)
i=l i=l

The procédure ofspin adjustment (152m, 6)ha& toberepeated under condition (l53)unti\ the
sum over the amplitudes of the angle différence vectors decreases down to a default break
condition. For instance, sucha break condition may be given by:

Z|Aû)f| < MO"10 (154)
i=l

The minimum of the potential energy which was obtained byéquation (149) is a minimum
related tothe distribution ofthe particles onthe lattice points which are calculated by linear
combinations (147)of thebasis vectors ofthelattice (146). This minimum represents not the
absolute minimum of potential energy of the ensemble. This is explained bythe fact that
the lattice points are calculated with abasis for constantparticle distances. After the particle
charges are specified, the Coulombtermwhich iseffective betweenchargedparticlescauses
thatthelattice points represent notany longer theexact particle positions fortheminimum
ofthe potential energy. Furthermore, the magnetic dipole interactions which are generated
by the inhomogeneous particle dipole fields hâve also a small influence on the potential
energy minimum.
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Theminimum of total potential energy isobtained byalsoanapproximative method. First,
we set ail particle velocities equal zéro.

v'°> =0 V i=l,2,...,n (155)

Hence, westart the time-dependent calculation (105.a... fi)\o solvetheéquations of motion
which are given by (73), (74)and (85a... c). Inparallel wecontinue toperform the procédure
ofspin adjustment (l52.a,6). The particles start tomove bychanging potential energy into
kinetic energy. Aftereach itération step we reduce the particle velocities, i.e. we take energy
outof thesystem. Thiscanbe realized bymultiplication of thevelocity vectors bya factor
nearby 1, e.g. 0.999.

v0+,) = 0.999 •\f V i = 1, 2,..., n (156)

Procédure (l56)has toberepeated until also adefault breakcondition isfulfilled. Apossible
break condition can be given by:

X|v«| < MO"10 (157)
i=l

Finally,weobtaina systemconfiguration withparticlesplacedat positionwhichminimize
their potential energy. The orientation of the particle dipole moments are adjusted and
satisfy condition (150). The particle speeds are nearby zéro. We define them to be zéro. Now
weperform a shiftof thetotal ensemble in ordertobringitsmass centre in theorigin. This
is represented by the following équation.

Xm.-r.
i=l

n

E m.
= L •= 0 (158)

We created a data set of initial conditions for our multi-particle System which is in the
minimum ofpotential energy. Ifwe start now atime-dependent calculation nearly nothing
will happen, where 'nearly' means, that the occurring particle velocities will be less than
the value of the break condition (157). Also the precession of the spins will be negligible
because the dipole moments of the particles are adjusted in the direction of the local
magnetic fields witha déviation less than the default value of breakcondition (154).
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The subséquent calculations are performed as follows. We usedthe previous typeof data
setanddisplaced theparticle slightly from thepositions ofminimum potential energy. This
is realized byamultiplication ofeach particle position vector bya factor A, nearby one.We
obtain the initialparticleposition to start the time-dependent multi-particle simulations as
follows.

-(0) = X- i=l,2,... ,n (159)

This opérationcorresponds to an excitationof the system. If X< 1the excitationis caused
bycompression, whereasfor A, > 1theexcitation iscausedbyexpansionof the system.The
mass centre of the whole ensemble is not influenced by opération (l59)and rests in the origin.
The initial orientation vectors will be those which are obtained by procédure (l52.a,6). In
order to avoid to give the system initial linear or angular momentum, the simulations are
started with initial particle velocities equal zéro.

As examplefor the set up procédure, the following figure shows the density distributions
for charged particles (CP), uncharged particles (UCP) and the sum of both (CP + UCP).

r/[fm]

7ig.l0.c.

Density distributions of
set up configuration
charged particles: CP
unchargedparticles: UCP
ail particles: CP + UCP
versus radius.

Z = 58

N = 80

n=138

Tyj.l0.c. shows thedensity distributions forcharged anduncharged particles for a System
which consists of 138 particles with Z = 58 and N = 80. The distributions correspond to a
set up configuration created by the above-mentioned set up procédure. The curves show a
saturated system with pmax = 0.165 particles/fm3. In order to calculate thèse curves the
distribution functions ofthe single particles are assumed to be three-dimensional Gaussians
with a distribution width a=0.78 fm. (For détails about the calculation ofmatter and charge
distributions see Appendix E.2.)
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Cl.

Results

It turns out, that the Systems which are studied by means of the présent model, hâve very
rich dynamical structure. We can only présent a few examples for some characteristic
features to which the model is applied.

Energy exchange between spin and orbital-motion suhsvstems

In order to get an idea ofthe energy exchange between the two subsystems and its influence
on particle trajectories, we consider the simplified situation of two uncharged particles
slightly displaced from the positions of their potential minimum with spin orientation
perpendicular to oneanother. The initial velocities are chosen to be zéro.

The inintial conditions are:

z, = z2 = 0

r, = (-1.41,0,0)

T2 = (+1.41,0,0)

a, = (0, +1, +1) • 2"1/2

G2 = (0.+1.-1) -2

v. = v2 = (0, 0, 0)

1/2

We start the time-dependent calculation with the initial conditions given above. The total
simulation time is 400 x, with x=10"22 s being the characteristic time. First, let us présent
the numerical results, then we will discuss them.

P(T/n)
0.2

0.1-

T/[MeV]

Ty.ll.a.

<T>/n = 0.5 MeV

<E>/n = -0.32 MeV

Z, = Z2 = 0

Fig.ll.a. shows the distribution ofthe kinetic energy perparticle during the total calculation
time t=400 x. Itrepresents atypical spectrum for particle oscillations in apotential which
is not symmetric.
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Where P(T/n) means the probabihty to find the system in a state of a given kinetic energy
perparticleat acertainmoment. <T>/nmeans thetime-averaged kinetic energyperparticle
and <E>/n means the binding energy per particle.
The small peak on the right side in Fig.l La. is explained by the fact, that at the potential
minimum where the forces on the particles change directions, the particles move for a short
time approximatelynot accelerated,i.e. their velocitychangesnotmuch. It follows,that for
this velocity the spectrum of probabihty of kinetic energy per particle gets a larger
contribution than in régions of the potential where the particles are continuously accelerated.
The maximal kinetic energy is Tmax/n ~ 2.08 MeV. The maximal particle energy is reached
at the minimum of the two-particle potential. The potential minimum of two uncharged
particles is =-4.8 MeV (see Ty-7.a.), i.e. -2.4 MeV per particle. Consequentiy, the binding
energy per particle is givenby (-2.4+ 2.08)MeV= -0.32MeV.The dipole potentialenergy
is zéro if their orientation vectors are perpendicular to one another.

The spectrum of velocity distribution which corresponds to JÎM.ll.a. is shown in Jîm.11.6.

P(v) Ty.11.6.
0.04

0.02

v/[fm/x]

<v>/n = 0.79 fm/T

<E>/n = -0.32 MeV

Z, = Z2 = 0

The following picture présents the particle trajectories after the calculation has started.

Z=0 N=2

-1.0 -0.5

itération time t = 140 x

•ri' • *•*•{•

^«a-asspsw

particle 2 ?£*&*&££

t'fQÊWtiifjSvl•••Bit' *
fm

0.0
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The figure beside represents a parallel
projection ofthe particle trajectories on the
x-z-plane. The particle motions can be
characterized by oscillations in the two-
particle potential and a clockwise rotation
around the y-axis of the system as a whole.
It can be observed, that the rotation of the

two-particle ensemble is not continuous.



In order to get more information about the particle dynamics, we look at the orbital angul
momentum of the system and the relative orientation of the particle spins as afunction of
time.

ar

IC|/[fi] & cos(o,,a)
0.05n

ICI/[h]

cjo$(o-.,cy

-0.05

100 200 300 t/[x]

Jy.U.d.

z, =z2 =o

The scale of the

i ordinate is valid for

I both curves.

Obviously, the orbital angular momentum changes periodically in corrélation with the
relative spin orientation. The angularmomentum ofthe system reaches its maximumwhere
the elongation of relative spin orientation, in relation to the initial angle, has also reached
a maximum. The orbitatal angular momentum vanishes, ifthe relative spin orientation
approaches its initial configuration.
We also consider the cp-components ofthe spin orientation vectors and the r>-component
of the position vector of particle 1, with respect to afixed coordinate system.

coscp^) , cosfyr,) , ICI/[fi] , cos(ô,,a,) ry.n.e.

z, =z2 =o

The scale of the

ordinate is valid for ail
curves.

The cosr) ofthe position vectorofparticle 1describes astepwise rotation clockwise around
the y-axis. The rotation stops at times where the relative angle ofthe spin vectors is zéro.
At thèse times, the cosd is constant for ashort time. The times where the rotation stops,
corresponds to thedarker régions which canbe seen in the previous trajectory plot (ry.ll.c).
The cos# ofthe position vector and the coscp ofthe spin vectors are phase-correlated. We
observe a periodic behaviour with a period length of 328 x.
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It is possible to quantify approximately the amount ofenergy which is exchanged between
the spin-spin and orbital-motion subsystems in order to realize the rotation ofthe system
as a whole. First we consider the change of the potential energy of the dipole moments.
According to équation (67) the potential energy ofadipole j in the magnetic dipole field of
another particle i is given by:

-W. = p. • BspinL
j n • lp

j

According to équations (40.a... c), the amplitude ofa magnetic dipole field can be written
as:

|B| = W^.J3COS^+l
An r3 V r

The amplitude ofa magnetic dipole moment, according toéquation (39), is given by:

In the actual cases, cosf} « 0 , thus the amplitude of the dipole field is given by:

•P ~A 54rcr3

Consequentiy, the potential energy of two magnetic dipoles canbe written as:

B
IVHvS-8i-pj-oVoj =cos(o-i,o-j)- °47ckr3 -pkgs g^g^g

As mentioned, the initial dipole potential energy is zéro because the spin vectors are
perpendicular toone another. From fig.ll.c. we détermine the time-averaged relative spin
orientation.

< cos(a.,cj)>t = i- Max{cos(a.,a)} * -0.004

The time-averaged potential energy which can be exchanged, is obtained to:

<W >f = 0.004 • JJIËl! S) < 0.0001 MeVex t 47tr3

This energy can be comparedwith the time-averaged rotationenergy ofthe two-particle
system. The time for one rotation is 328 x, it follows:

2

<W >t = m<r>2 -iîi. = <L>1 = 0.00067 MeV
rot l ' 3282 2-(2m)
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Obviously, the différence ofthe potential energy ofthe magnetic dipoles ismuch smaller
than the rotation energyof the System.
There is still another kind ofenergy exchange between the spin-spin and orbital-motion
subsystems. The particle spin precession is described in terms oftheéquation.

M=-| =fis.| =pxB (160)
Equation (160) means, that there is an energy exchange in the system if the particle spin
direction changes. The amount oftheexchanged energy dépends onthe time inwhich the
spin orientation changes. The exchanged energy for two spin orientations at times t and t
is given by: 12

E(t) =Ihihi (i6i)
(t, -1,)

1-

The initial conditions show, that the z-components ofthe spins couple tozéro and there is
no x-component. But there is a remaining y-component which is given by:

II,J-l = ë- g = V2.fi
tôt I y

2 V2 2

Ty.ll.£ shows that the cosines of relative spin orientation are only négative, i.e. the spins
turn in the direction where their relative orientation would become anti-parallel. Itfollows,
that the remaining spin component Ly will periodically be reduced. For the actual case, the
amountof this réduction is given by:

^y = f; • (V2 - V2-cos(5*,?j) )

The time to reach maximal ALy can also be taken from Fg-U-c, itis «7x. It follows with
équation (161):

E(t) * 0-0028- 0.5-6.5822 MeV t œ 0 0013 MeV
7x

During the time where this energy isexchangedwith the orbital-motion subsystem, the two-
particle ensemble rotâtes and reach maximal angular momentum at t=7x. Then, during the
next 7 x, the energy is transferred back and the rotation stops. The relative angle between
the spins is the same as the initial one. What happened during the time of14x?The particles
changed their positions in the orbital subsystem and the spins changed their absolute
orientation (illustrated by the coscp ofthe spin orientation vectors in yy.ll.£) in the spin subsystem.
The energy transfer which leads to the time-averaged rotation ofthe system in orbital space
is given by:

<E>t = i •E™t" » 0.00065 MeV

This isapproximately theenergy which hastobeexchanged inorder toproduce therotation
of the ensemble with a period of 328 x.
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The previous quantitative considération should only be understood as a very rough
approximation in order to elucidate the principle of dynamical transfer of angular
momentum from the spin-spin to the orbital-motion subsystem. We can say, the change of
the relative spin orientation leads to a change ofthe not-to-zero-coupled component ofthe
spin system and consequentiy to a change ofits angular momentum. This amount ofangular
momentum is exchanged with the orbital-motion subsystem.

In the following, we will show what happens if the particles are charged. The coupling
mechanism is more complicated because of the Lorentz force. The subséquent results are
obtained by using exactly the same initial conditions, excepted that the particles are charged.

ICI/[fi] & cos(a,,a2)
0.05

-0.05

Fg.l2.a.

Z,=Z2=1

The scale of the

ordinate is valid for

both curves.

Tig.l2.a.showsqualitatively thesameresultsas Jy.ll.d.The amplitude ofthe orbitalangular
momentum of the two-particle system as well as the amplitude of the relative spin
orientation is larger than before. That indicates stronger coupling forces between the
subsystems.

We also consider the time-dependent behaviour ofthe coscp-terms ofthe direction vectors
of the spins with respect to the fixedcoordinate systemand the cosi!>-term of the position
vector of the first particle. Analogous to Ty.ll.d., the following figure shows this
information again for a time interval of 400 x.

coscpco,) , costV,) , ICI /[fi] , cos(ô,,a2)
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As before, we observe a stèpwise rotation around the y-axis with a period t = 159 x. The
rotation stops at times where the relative spinorientation is the initial one.The modes of
the coscp ofthe orientation vectors ofthe spins inspace are phase-correlated with thecosr>
ofthe particle position vectors. It should be mentioned, that the cosf> ofparticle 2, which
isnot plotted in the previous figures, shows the same behaviour as for particle 1, but with
a phase shift of 180°. This follows from the symmetry ofthe two-particle system and the
conservation ofthe total linear momentum ofthe system. The dynamics ofthe particle mass
centres inthe orbital-motion subsystem are also illustrated by a trajectory plot. As before,
the particles predominantly perform oscillations in the two-particle potential.

Z=2 N=0 itération time t = 70 T

s$£?ï'v particle 1

particle 2 r"*r™"5-:=*

-1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5

F3.12.C

The initial conditions show, that there is a
remainingy-componentoftheparticle spins
which does not couple to zéro. A part of
this angular momentum is periodically
exchanged with the orbital-motion
subsystem. An angular momentum ofthe
orbital-motion subsystem having a
component in y-direction is realized by a
clockwiserotation around the y-axis. The
rotation period dépend on the initial relative
orientationofthespinsandonthecoupling
strength of the magnetic forces.

In the previous two calculations, the initial conditions ofthe system were exactly the same.
Itturns out, that the Systems showqualitatively the samedynamical behaviour. Nevertheless,
each system can be characterized by a spécifie period. A relation between the différent
periods can be derived as follows. The sizes ofthe dipole moments ofthe particles dépend
on the charges via the gyromagnetic factor. Ail terms describing magnetic interaction forces
between particles i and j are proportional to the product g.-g. Comparison ofthedifférent
period length leads to the following resuit.

period(n,n)

period(p,p)

328 x

159 x
= 2.063

g,p _

ël
5.58562

-3.82Ô32
= 2.13

This relation is valid for pairwise identical particles, i.e. the amplitudes ofthe interacting
dipoles are equal, under the same initial conditions.
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C.2. Four-particle System with two charged particles

This paragraph is devoted to a four particle system where two particles are charged and two
particles are uncharged. First, we look at the system after the simulation started. Then a
quenching procédure will be introduced. Thereafter, the four-particle system will be
considered again, after it is quenched.

C.2.1 Behaviour of the four-particle system at the beginning of the simulation

The simulation is started by using a set of initial conditions which is generated according
to the procédures given by (149... 159). This data set is presented below. Each particle is
characterized by its charge, its position vector (first row), its spin-orientation vector (second
row) and its velocity vector (third row), in cartesian coordinates.

particle 1 charge = 1 (162)
4.00061940422915E-0001 -1.18028078251593E+0000 -1.58083957752494E-0001 '

-6.56841842004512E-0001 -3.14432542920186E-0001 6.85340040085843E-0001

O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000 O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000 O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000

particle 2 charge = 1

6.72004103347282E-0001 5.60582959061290E-0001 9.01254709027679E-0001

6.56841842004513E-0001 3.14432542920185E-0001 -6.85340040085843E-0001

O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000 O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000 O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+0000

particle 3 charge = 0

-1.21129488598718E+0000 -1.41811443291111E-0002 3.34255325813269E-0001

-1.32273510747570E-0001 -8.46761518535148E-0001 -5.15265610226960E-0001

0.00000000000000E+0000 O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOOO 0.000OO000000000E+OOO0

particle 4 charge = 0

1.40704662941243E-0001 6.33025883315731E-0001 -1.07640301810550E+0000

1.32273510747569E-0001 8.46761518535149E-0001 5.15265610226960E-0001

O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOOO O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOOO O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+OOOO

The spins are pairwise anti-parallel for charged and uncharged particles, whereas spins of
charged and uncharged particles are always perpendicular, i.e. the spin ofparticle 1 is anti-
parallel to the spin of particle 2 and perpendicular to the others, and the spin of particle 3
is anti-parallel to the spin of particle 4 and perpendicular to the others. Consequentiy, the
resulting spin of the spin subsystem is zéro. In this case, we expect no collective rotation
ofthe whole ensemble. There is a small différence in the x- and y- components ofthe spin
orientation vectors which is about 10"15. This différence is explained by the limit of a 64 bit
real number format.

The set (162) of initial conditions represents a system in its potential minimum. If the
simulation starts under this condition, nothing happens. Therefore, we excited the system
by stretching as described by (159). That means, each component of each position vector is
multiplied by a constant factor X> 1. The particle velocities remain to be zéro in order to
avoid initial angular or transversal momentum in the system. In particular we hâve chosen
X to be X= 1.1. It follows, for the initial position vector components r..:

rij - I'*" *îj (i =1... 4, j =1... 3, T.. from data set (162))
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The following figure shows the trajectories ofthe mass centres ofthe four particles for
time of 200 xafter the calculation started with thèse initial conditions.

Z=2 N=2

particle 1

itération time t = 200t

The figure represents a parallel
projection of the particle trajectories
on the x-z-plane. The y-direction is
perpendiculartotheplaneofthefigure.

< T >/n = 0.6623 MeV

E/n = -4.845 MeV

x-z-plane

particle 2

particle 4

fm

-1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5

The particles perform complicated motions in the orbital-motion subsystem. There is no
rotation ofthe system as a whole. The particles move in certain volume éléments ofthe
three-dimensional position space. The form ofthe volume éléments is equal for the same
kind of particles. Furthermore, in each volume élément we observe areas of higher
probabihty for the particles to be there, which are illustrated by the darker régions in the
trajectory plot (Fgl3.). The binding energy per particle is E/n =-4.845 MeV and the time-
averaged kinetic energy per particle is <T>/n =0.6623 MeV.
The following figure shows the instantaneous total kinetic energy ofthe system divided by
the particle number, i.e. Tto/n =(T, +T2 +T3 +T4)/n, as afunction of time.

Jy.l4.a.

<Ttot/n>t = 0.6623 MeV

<E>/n = -0.485 MeV

5-
Ttot, /n/ [MeV1

4

3

2 •

1 \

The following four figures présent separately the kinetic energy of each particle in order
to see if there are qualitative différences.
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The spectra of the single particle énergies (Fg-14.6... e) show no qualitative différence,
neither for charged nor for uncharged particles. They ail show the same range offluctuation.
We can say, that there is, in first approximation, no periodicity during the observed time
interval of 200 x. The same behaviour can be observed for the time-dependent total kinetic
energy ofthe system (Jig.l4.a). Also this spectrum shows statistical fluctuations around its
average value.
In order to get more information about the kinetic énergies ofthe particles we look at their
distribution.
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Jîg.l5.a. shows the distribution of the kinetic énergies of the single particles which is
obtained during the simulation time of 200 x from the beginning. The following figure
présents the corresponding velocity distribution in comparison with a Maxwellian.
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The velocity distribution of Tty-15.6. can approximately be identified as Maxwellian for
which the following équations are valid [REI 85]. (163)

= (8 kTV/2
\% m J

average velocity

<v> Vnns =«v>2)"2 =(2£f)m v* =(m.)
root-mean-square velocity
corresponds to the average
kinetic particle energy
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With the équations (163) we obtain the following relations between the three différent
velocities of a Maxwell distribution.

/ V
rms

<v>
*

v

V
rms

1.0854 1.2247

<V> 0.9213 1.1284

*

V 0.8165 0.8862

(164)

The velocity v toa given energy E can simply beobtained by the following formula:

v=1.389 •f|-Y/2 [v]=fm/x [E]=MeV [m]= u (165)

Hence, it can be checked how far the velocity distribution (Ti£.l5.6.) satisfies the criteria
given by the relations in table (164). We obtain:

v^ = 1.389-(0.662)1/2 fm/x = 1.130 fm/x

<v> = 0.9213 • 1.130 fm/x = 1.041 fm/x

v* =0.8165 • 1.130 fm/x = 0.923 fm/x

1.023 fm/x

Obviously, the velocity distribution (ty.15.6.) nicely fulfils the conditions of being a
Maxwellian. The small déviations observed in (J~y.l5.6.)ate explained by the fact, that the
calculation started withzéro velocities, i.e. the distribution iscontributedduring times when
the system was not in thermal equilibrium.
The following figure présents the distribution ofthe binding energy oftheparticles.
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The distribution of the binding energy of the particles shows two maxima which are
explained by the Coulomb force acting between the charged particles. The relatively low
valley between the maxima indicates that the simulation isperformed close tothetransition
point from the solid to the liquid phase ofthe system where the excitation energy is high
enough, that particles can pass over the barrier between the local potential minima (more
about this topic, see paragraph 'Cluster simulations').



The previous investigations were devotedto a study ofthe behaviourofthe motionofthe
orbitalsubsystem.Now,weconsiderthespinsubsystemduringasimulationtimeofthe first
200 x. Therefore we consider the absolute spin orientation ofthe particles as a function of
time which is presented by the subséquent figure. The absolute spin orientation is given by
coscp and cosiî of the spin orientation vectors with respect to space-fixed coordinates.

cosCp(a) , coslîKri)
1 n

»iMH"cW)'

S#(»4>4
.ç.qs(p{çr4).

cosCfKôj)

cqsÛ&})'

dscocff,) ; «gfrFJ-

50 100 150 t/[T]

ry.17.

Spin orientations with
respect to space-fixed

•4 coordinates as function

I oftime.

Jïg.l 7. shows the surprising resuit that there is no significant change ofthe spin orientations.
That means, the configuration of the spin subsystem survived the transition from the
initially vanishing particle velocities to thermal equilibrium during the first 30 x. The small
variations which arise at the end ofthe calculation may hâve numerical reasons. Nevertheless,
it can be stated that the spin subsystem rests in its initial configuration for a comparatively
long time,even whenthe particle motions in orbital spaceare very irregular (Jig.l4.a.... e).
As expected for the initial conditions ofthe four-particle simulation (162), no rotation ofthe
system as a whole is observed. This can be explained by the fact, that the spins couple to
zéro and there is no remaining angular momentum which can be exchanged with the orbital
subsystem. On the other hand, the stable configuration of the spin subsystem kept the
particles in specified volume éléments in orbital space which can be seen in the previous
trajectory plot.
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C.2.2 The quenching procédure

Paragraph C. 1has shown, that periodical exchange ofangular momentum between spin and
the orbital subsystem occurs if the spins of the particles do not couple to zéro. For the
investigated two-particle ensembles, phase-correlated periodic statescouldbe observedin
the spin as well as in the orbital subsystems. The periodic states in the orbital-motion
subsystem are represented by oscillations and rotation of the System as a whole. The
rotational part of the particle motion is induced by the spin subsystem. Suggested by this
resuit, we can imagine aprocédure which acts on the particle dynamics inorbital space and
influences the spin system via the electromagnetic coupling forces. We defined such a
quenching procédure as follows:

Vi+i=flVï (j =l,2,...n) (166m)

( (THf- T. ) \ï/2

f4lfifr') «*«
Tdef is a predefined kinetic energy on which thesystem will be quenched, T. is the kinetic
energy of the system at the i-th itération step and n isnumber ofparticles. The quenching
routine isperformed after each itération step i.Itacts on the particle velocities. The velocity
vector of each particle is multiplied by a quenching factor f which dépends on the actual
kinetic energy of thesystem. Theparameter %controls thestrength of the influence of the
procédure and avoids, that the expression under the square root of(166.6)hecomes négative.
In gênerai, t, has to be chosen so that f is close to 1. The quenching procédure steers the
system into states with constant kinetic energy. Ifthe actual kinetic energy T. ishigher than
thepredefined energy Tdef, ail particle speeds will be reduced by thefactor f < 1,whereas
the particle speeds will be increased by a factor f > 1if T. <Tdef.
The modification of the particle velocity vectors after each itération step represents an
interrupt and a restait with other initial conditions. During thequenching process thetotal
energy of the system as well as the total angular momentum changes. In particular, the
procédure forces the system towards rotational states where the kinetic energy isconstant.
The influence of a singlequenching step,controlled by the parameter {*, shouldbe small
enough in order to allow the spin system to accommodate to the new conditions.
In practice, we quenched the Systemsuntil the fluctuations of T.decrease to a default limit.
Then the system will smoothly be released by fading out the influence of the quenching
procédure. This is realized by increasing the parameter %as a function of the numberof
itération steps.

&> lo+ (i-io) (166.C)

With Ç0 being the actual parameter which is used before the fade-out process starts and i
being the actual number of itération steps at this time.
States generated by this quenching method show periodic modes in the orbital-motion
subsystem.
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C.2.2.1 Effectof the quenching procédure

In order to illustrate the effects ofthe quenching procédure, we consider a two-particle
system with two charged particles. Furthermore, we use the same initial condition as given
under C. 1. The quenching procédure is used from the beginning, with the strength parameter
Ç=256. The following trajectory plot shows the influence on the two-particle system during
the first 15 x after the simulation started.

2=2 N=0 itération time t = 15 T

ç--j0- particle 1

x-z-plane

particle 2 .-:•• X

sP

\_y

Ty.18.

The figure represents a parallelprojection
ofthe particle trajectories onthex-z-plane.
The particles start to move with zéro
velocities. The quenching routine is used
from the beginning. As observed under
Cl., the remaining, non-vanishing y-
component ofthe spin-system governs the
initial direction of rotation ofthe particles
in the orbital subsystem, which can be
characterized as a clockwise rotation around
the y-axis of the system as a whole.

The effect of the quenching procédure can be described in the following way. The
amplitudes ofparticle oscillation in the two-particle potential decrease very soon and
significantly. The system ispushed towards arotational state. This effect can beillustrated
more clear by looking at the kinetic energy of the system as a function of time.

T/n [MeV] Jîg.l8.a.

\ Kinetic energy per
| particle as function of
j time.

Tdcf=1.0MeV

Ç= 256

In accordance with the trajectory plot (T\g-18.), Fg.l8.a. shows that the amplitude of the
kinetic energy rapidly decreases during the first 15 x after the calculation started. Then,
oscillations ofthe kinetic energy around the energy Tdef, on which the system is quenched,
can be observed with smoothly decreasing amplitude. The offset of Tdef = 1.0 MeV
represents the rotationalenergy ofthe System.
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The following figure shows the distribution of the single particle kinetic energy which is
obtained during the first 120x with the quenching procédure started again at the beginning
of the simulation.
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The energy distribution shows two peaks around the energy Tdef = 1 MeV on which the
system is quenched. The small probabilities for higher (up to 1.6 MeV) and lower (down
to 0 MeV) énergies are contributed from the oscillations with large amplitudes at the
beginning of the simulation.

The following figure shows the behaviour ofthe spin subsystem during the first 120 x.

coscp(cx) , œsû(a) , cos(o,,ô2) Fg.l8.c.

Absolute orientation of

the spins and cosine of
the angle of the relative
orientation as a function

of time.

T= 1.0 MeV
def

Ç= 256

Fia-18.c. shows the influence ofthe quenching procédure on the dynamics ofthe spin system.
The small oscillations on each curve are due to spin precession. The most important point
is that the average angle ofthe relative spin orientationcontinuously decreases, i.e. its cosine
increases towards one. The initial spin orientations were chosen to be perpendicular. In the
next paragraph, the final relative angle will be shown after the quenching procédure is
finished.
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C.2.3 System states generated by the quenching procédure

In the following two sub-paragraphs we présent the final states ofthe previous two-particle
and four-particle Systems considered under C.2.1 after the quenching process has ended.

C.2.3.1 State ofa two-particle system generated by the quenching procédure

We continued to quench the previous two-particle system (C.2.2.1) for a time of 10000 x.
Then, during 5-107 itération steps, the quenching procédure was smoothly swiched off
according to (166.c). That means, the strength-control parameter%atthe end ofthefade-out
procédure has reached:

t = 256 + 5-107

According to équation (166.6), the quenching factor fat the end of the fade out process was:

f » 1 ± MO-12 » 1

In the following, we présent the results which are obtained after the fade-out process when
thequenching procédure is completely swiched off.

The following figure corresponds to Jyl8.a. It shows the kinetic energy per particle during
the itération time of400 xafter the quenching process.
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Tig.l9.a.

Kinetic energy per
particle independence on
time after the quenching
process.

<T/n>= 1.0 MeV

<E/n> =-1.02 MeV

The kinetic energy per particle shows aperiodic oscillation around 1MeV which represents
the energy Tdef on which the system was quenched. The amplitude of the oscillation is
completely constant. It is one half compared to Jîg.l8.a. at times t > 100 x. The binding
energy per particle is <E/n> = -1.02 MeV.

The offset ofthe kinetic energy of1MeV is rotational energy and represents an angular
momentum of the two-particle system of L = 0.44ÎÎ.
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The rotation of the systemas a whole is illustrated by the subséquent figure. It shows the
cosf> of theposition vector ofparticle 1. Forreasons ofbetter visibility weonly display its
behaviour for the time of 100 x.

Txg.19.6.

cosd-of the position
vector ofthe first particle
describes a rotation ofthe

system around the y-axis.

<T/n>= 1.0 MeV

<E/n> = -1.02 MeV

L = 0.44 fi

The time for one rotation is obtained to be 4.75 x. cosr>ofthe position vector of particle 2,
whichis not explicitly plotted, shows the samebehaviour but phase-shifted by 180°.

P(T.)
0.250

0.125

ty.l9.c.

Z,=Z2=1

<T>=1.0MeV
l

<E/n> =-1.02 MeV

L = 0.44 fi

0 1 2 T/[MeV]

J\g.l9.c shows the distribution of single particle kinetic énergies which represents a
predominantly rotational state. The average kinetic particle energy is 1 MeV. The small
oscillation whichcan be observedin yïg.l9.a is hère expressedby the two maximabeside
the average value. The absolute width of distribution ^.19.c is smaller than the width of
the distribution presented by Jîg.18.6 where the quenching procédure had just started.
Furthermore, the above distribution shows not any longer probabilities ofsuch high and low
kinetic énergies as observed in Jîg.18.6. which resulted from the oscillations with high
amplitudes at the beginning.
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The following figure présents the distribution ofthe single particle velocities.
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Thecurveofthe velocity distribution in !fy.l9.dhas qualitatively thesameformasthecurve
of the distribution of the single particle kinetic energy in JÎ£.19.c We also observe two
maxima beside the average value which are due to the small oscillations illustrated in
T1M.19.0.

The subséquent figure shows the behaviour of of spin subsystem.

coscpca) , cosfya) , cos(o1,Ô2)
1 i

0 •-

-1

Fg.l9.e.

Absolute orientation of

the spins and cosines of
the relativeangle between
the spins versus time.

The cosine ofthe relative anglebetween the spinorientation vectorswhich wascontinuously
increasing in Tig-18-c, when thequenching procédure was started, reached a stable value at
=0.8. There are still small oscillations on each angular orientation ofeach spin vector as well
as on the relative angle between the spins. Thèse oscillations corne again from the spin
precession.
Other calculations hâve shown, that the final relative angle between the spins dépends on
the energy Tdef on which the system isquenched. For increasing Tdef, and consequentiy for
increasing angular momentum, thecosine ofthe relative spinangle approaches one,i.e.the
spins become parallel.
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C.2.3.2 State of a four-particle system generatedby the quenching procédure

In this paragraph we présent the final stateofthe four-particle system after the quenching
process, which was introduced inC.2.1. The four-particle ensemble consists oftwo charged
andtwouncharged particles. Asperformed inparagraph C.2.3.1, thesystem wasquenched
during 10000 x. The kinetic energy Tdef, onwhich the system was quenched, is 3MeV per
particle. The initial strength-control parameter £is chosen as before to be 256. The initial
data set at the beginningof the quenching process is represented by the final data of the
simulationC.2.1.Hèreagain,thesystemis,according to (166.c), smoothly releasedfromthe
influence ofthe quenchingroutineduring 5-107 itération steps.Theresultspresentedbelow
areobtainedduring800xafterthequenching routine wasswichedoff.Thefollowing figure
shows the trajectories ofthe four particles in orbital space. For better visibility it présents
only the first 50 x.
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The figure represents a parallel
projection of the particle trajectories
on the x-z-plane.
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Thefollowingfivefiguresshowthetotalkineticenergyofthe systemandthekineticsingle-
particle énergies separately versus time.
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! particle versus time.
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The trajectory plot (Fg2ÛM,) shows, that the particles are not localized mspécifie volume
éléments as observed in fxg.13. The particle motion in orbital space is very complicated. We
can only try to point out some qualitative characteristics. The kinetic energy ofthe system
(fm20.b.) shows oscillations around its average value, given by Tdef =3MeV on which the
system was quenched before. The time-dependent behaviour ofthe single-particle kinetic
énergies can be described the following way. They ail exhibit oscillations around an average
value. Thèse average values are différent for charged (Jig20x, ty20.d.) and uncharged
particles (Fg-20.e, ty20.f.). The average value forthe uncharged particles is 2.5 times larger
than for the charged particles. The oscillation frequency of the kinetic énergies of the
uncharged particles is twice as large as for the uncharged particles. (It should be mentioned, that
in the previous figures the kinetic énergies were plotted only after each 100* itération step). The
oscillations ofthe kinetic énergies ofthe charged particles are 180° phase-shifted beween
each other and show an approximately mirrored amplitude. This is illustrated in the
following figure with an expanded ordinate representing 110 x.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 t/[x]

The following figure shows the distribution ofthe kinetic énergies ofthe single particles.
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$ig20.h. shows the probabihty to find one particle at acertain moment with agiven kinetic
energy.
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The subséquent figure présents the velocity distribution which corresponds to the previous
kinetic energy distribution (7ig20.h.).
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Obviously, the velocity distributions of quenched Systems do not follow Maxwellian
curves. In view ofthe kinetic énergies ofthe single particles, which are plotted in Ti£20x.
...f., we can say, that the parts of lower kinetic energy in Jîg20Â. and lower velocity in
7ig2D.i., arecontributed by thecharged particles.
In the following figure we présent the distribution of the binding energy of the particles.
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7ig20.j. shows the probabihty to find asingle particle at acertain moment which has agiven
binding energy. In the présent system, the particles hâve an average kinetic energyof3MeV
and the average binding energy per particle is -4.1 MeV. In the non-quenched system,
considered in C.2.1, the average kinetic energy per particle was only 0.66 MeV and the'
binding energy per particle was -4.85 MeV. We can say, if particles move on ordered
trajectories the binding energy ismuch higher than for irregular motion. Othercalculations
also with larger Systems hâve been performed with the following quenching strategy. We
started the system with average kinetic energy perparticle of at most 1 MeV. After the
system had reached the Maxwellian régime, we determined the time-averaged kinetic
energy per particle. This energy was chosen for Tdrf in the quenching procédure (166.6).
Therefore during quenching, energy was taken out of the system during times when the
kinetic energy ofthesystem islarger than its average and energy isadded when the kinetic
energy is smaller. We observed that the binding energy per particle had decreased by
approximately 1 MeV after quenching.
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In the followingweconsiderthebehaviourofthe spinsubsystemofthe four-particlesystem
during the quenching process. Therefore, we look at the relative angles between the spin
orientation vectors. The subséquent figure shows ail n(n-l)/2 relative angles ofthe spin
system.
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Tig20.l^

Cosines of the relative

angles of the orientation
vectors of the spins as
function of time.

The relative orientation of spin 1 and spin2 is nearly parallel and approximately constant
in time. The relative angle between spin 3 and spin4 shows periodic oscillations with a
periodof~168 x.Theaverage valueofthe cosines ofrelative angles between spinsofequal-
type particles is positive and négative for unequal particles. The relative angles between
spins of différent particles show a superposition of two periodic modes. This can be seen
more clearly in the following figure.

cos(0„o4) & cos(o3,ô4)
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T\g2J0.l.

Cosines of the relative

angles of the orientation
vectors of the spins as
function of time.

The two periodic modes of the relative spin angles of unequal particles hâve différent
amplitudes.The periodofthe modewith larger amplitudeis four times longer than the one
with the smaler amplitude.The periodofthe modewith larger amplitude is two times longer
than the period ofthe relative spin angles ofthe unchargedparticles. The period length of
the mode with larger amplitude is «330 x.This is approximately the period ofthe mode with
the larger amplitudes in the spectra (Jig20.e.,f.) of the kinetic energy of the uncharged
particles.
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The previous considérations hâve shown; that even for a system consisting of only four
particles, the dynamical behaviour of each subsystem as well as their interaction become
verycomplicated. We triedto finda corrélation beteeentherelative anglesofthe direction
vectors of the spins. We found a quantity which seems to satisfy this condition. It is
expressed by the following function.

4>- n-(n-l) i=, j=i+1

The function (j) for the présent spin System is plotted in the following figure.

<1> 7ig2J0.m.

X X cos(a,a) (167)

| <|> as function of time.
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Obviously the function <|), plotted in Ty20.m, is approximately constant. The function ty
describes an interesting relation between thespin andtheorbital-motion subsystems. The
angular momentumLwhich isindicated intheprevious figure captions represents thetime-
averaged angular momentum L. at each itération step.

l =4-.Z|E,
K i = l

k : number of itération steps

During the simulations, we also calculated the following term.

t * I T*'l • L T*' 1 v1 7*L = L with L = — .VL
i i u *j i

We observed for the quenched Systems that <j) and L* are related by:

[L*'| =|<<|>>j4lfi or L* =|<(j)>t|-|fi (168)

Equation (168) is valid for the previously considered quenched Systems. In the case ofthe
two-particle system considered in C.2.3.1. is L* ~ L, which is explained by the fact, that
thesystemperforms inorbitalspaceanaxialrotation around they-axiswithnearlyconstant
directionof its angularmomentum. The présentfour-particle systemperformsrotation in
orbitalspace aroundits mass centre, whichcan be visualized by lookingat the trajectory
plot (Ty20.a.). Consequentiy, the angular momentum continuously changes its direction
which leads to a nearly vanishing L*. In view on the following chapter we can state that
rotating multi-particle Systems with spin-spin and spin-orbit forces show a quite différent
dynamical behaviour as the rotational states observed by [JEL 89] without thèse forces.
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C.3. Cluster simulations

Simulations ofthe dynamics of finite clusters began with the work of McGinty [MCG 73]
and then of Kristensen [KRI74], Jensen and Cotterill [COT 73]. They applied the method
of classical molecular dynamics calculations to describe argon clusters of spécifie sizes. As
mentioned in the introduction, the présent model should be seen in connection with
molecular dynamics simulations of atomic clusters. Much of the behaviour of atomic
clusters can be described by classical physics because the particles are massive enough and
the density of quantum states is high enough to allow approximately a classical treatment.
The model can be adapted to atomic dimensions by increasing the single particle masses by
one order of magnitude,changing the particle interaction distance from the range of 1015
m to ÎO10 m and changing the depth of the two-particle potential from the range of MeV
to eV. The characteristic System time of such atomic ensembles is «1014seconds. But this
would not change the dynamical structure of the model.
In the following we apply toourmodelSystems some methods, which are frequently used for
investigations in atomic clusters by molecular dynamics simulations. In the présent context,
by the term cluster we mean a finite numberof our model particles held together by the two-
particle potential.

We start to consider an arbitrarily chosen ensemble consisting of eight particles with two
particles being charged. The particles are initially placed in orbital space with their dipole
moments oriented in the direction ofthe local magnetic field. The following figures show
the structure of this system.

-2.o -t-s -i.o -0.5 0.0 as t.O 1.5 ï. •2.0 -1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0 D.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 -2.0 -1.5 -1.0 -0.5

Ty21.a. Jy21.S. TyJZl.c <fig21.l

The four figures show the same system from four différent observer positions in order to
get a better impression of the three-dimensional structure. The ensemble is composed of
tetragonal éléments. The binding energy per particle ofthe system in the state ofits absolute
potential minimum, is <E/n> = -11.213335 MeV.
Dynamical calculations were started with particle kinetic énergies equal zéro. Différent
excitations of the system were realized by stretching as described by (159) with différent
values for the stretching factor X. The kinetic énergies ofthe single particles as function of
time show qualitatively the same behaviour as observed in the case of the four-particle
system considered in C 2,1. The total kinetic energy of the system as well as the kinetic
energy of the single particles as function of time show the same irregular fluctuations as
presented in JÎM.14.a... e for the four-particle system.
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The velocity distributions could also be fitted by Maxwellians. The configurationofthe spin
system shows the same high stability as in the case of the four-particle system. For the
différent values of X, each simulation was performed for a time of 200 x. Then, the system
was cooled down during 20 x by taking out its kinetic energy of system. The final system
configurations were compared with the initial ones.
For small system excitations with average kinetic energy per particle in the range up to «0.7
MeV, the final configuration ofthe system at the end ofthe simulation is the same as at the
beginning. The situation changes for higher excitations ofthe system. For excitations with
average kinetic energy per particle larger than 0.7 MeV, différent final configurations of
the system were observed. For several simulations with the same initial system excitation,
we found a différent final system configuration also with a différent minimum in the
potential energy. This différent final state was obtained by varying only the simulation time
by a few x before the system was cooled down. The configuration ofthis final state in orbital
space is illustrated in the following four figures. As before, the figures show the same
configuration for différent observer positions.

<fig22.a. Ty22.6. T1022.C Jig22.d.

The binding energy per particle in the potential minimum of this system configuration is
<E/n> = -11.550875 MeV. For the following discussions we call the isomeric state
presented in the Jîg21.a....d. clusterl and the state Jïg22.a....d. cluster2. We observedthat
the configuration ofthe spin system of clusterl survived the cooling process even if when
cluster2-configuration is obtained as the final state. Motivated by this resuit, we made the
following test. First, we hâve taken the adjusted spin systemofcluster2 and the orbital space
configuration of clusterl. With this combination (case A) we performed simulations under
the same start conditions as before, i.e. the same excitations. It turns out, that the probabihty
to find a cluster2-structure after the cooling process increased. For the inverse combination
(case B), i.e. orbital space configuration ofcluster2 and adjusted spin system ofclusterl, the
probabihty to find the one or the other final configuration is approximately the same as for
a purely cluster1simulation. For a purely cluster2-simulation (case C), i.e. complète data set
of cluster2 being in its potential minimum with adjusted dipole moments, the probabihty
to find cluster2-structure after the cooling process is the highest.
Systematic studies of the différent transition rates from one isomeric state to the other as
function ofthe excitation energy or spécifie spin configurations could not be done until yet,
because of the enormous need of Computing time for such simulations. Consequentiy,we
cannot give définitive values for the différent, above-mentioned transition probabilities.
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Nevertheless, we cansay, asthe previous simulations hâve shown, that there aresignificant
effects of the spin system on the dynamics of the particles in orbital space and on the
resulting final state configuration of the system, which one would a priori not expect.

In the following, we use a well-know method of analysis of the thermodynamical
behavioure of clusters. We consider the relative root-mean-square nearest-neighbour
distances ô defined by

ô =
n-(n-l) fïf

j=i+i

( < r.2 > 1/2< r. >' )

<r. >
u

(169)

as a function of the average kinetic energy per particle. Mean fluctuations of nearest-
neighbour distances are a useful diagnostic tool which can be used for testing phase
transitions. TheLindemann criterion of ô « 10% givestheapproximate threshold valuefor
ô above which a system becomes fluid.
We hâve chosen to use theprevious cluster2 as model ensemble ofparticles to which the
diagnostic method given by (169) shall be applied. The start conditions for the simulations
are the same as before, i.e. increasing the stretching parameter Xstèpwise, we generate
différent system excitations which lead to différent average kinetic énergies perparticle.
The following figure shows the behaviour of ô as a resuit of 19 différent simulations.
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Each point of T\g23. represents one simulation of 100x. The simulations are started with
zéro velocities to avoid giving the system initial linear or angular momentum. For the
calculation of6,only times after30x, when the systemwas inthermalequilibrium, are taken
into account.

The r.m.s nearestneighbourdistances ô increase approximately linearas a function of the
average kinetic energy perparticle up to«0.7 MeV which can beidentified asthe melting
point [AVA 89], [GAR 89] where a phase transition from solid to liquid phase occurs. For
particle énergies larger than 0.7 MeV, ô increases fast and shows statistical behaviour.
Particle evaporation appears at énergies above 1.5 MeV.
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Qualitatively the same curves are obtained by Berry [BER 90] for simulated argon clusters,
ArNofvarioussizesNandJellinek[JEL93]foraNi cluster.
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Fig. from [BER 90] -Mean (r.m.s) déviations ofnearest-neighbourdistances
as function of température, for simulated argon clusters, ArN, of various
sizes: a) N = 7, b) N = 15, c) N = 19, d) N = 22.
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The melting point ofacluster can be understood in the following way. At the melting point,
the kinetic energy ofthe particles is high enough to enable them to pass over the barriers
ofthe local potential minima. This explains, why différent state configurations (clusterl and
cluster2) could only be observed after the system excitation was high enough to achieve
kinetic particle énergies ofmore than 0.7 MeV. The melting process will be elucidated by
means ofthe following figures which show the distribution ofthe particle binding énergies
for différent excitations of the system.
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Ty24.a shows adiscrète distribution ofthe binding energy oftheparticles with separated
peaks aténergies corresponding tothe différent local minima onthe potential surface ofthe
cluster. With increasing excitation ofthe system, the particles gain kinetic energy and can
more easily climb up the potential wall oftheir local minimum thus increasing the average
distance to the local potential minimum. As illustrated in Ty24.6, the peaks are not any
longercompletely separated but are still noticeable. Ifthe excitation increases up toacertain
level the particles hâve enough energy topass over the ridge line surrounding their local
potential minimum andthepeaksin thebindingenergydistribution vanishas illustrated in
Ty-24.c If thecluster is in such anexcited state, particles canchange theirposition which
leads to changes of the configuration in orbital space.

Another valuable quantity, obtained from classical molecular-dynamics simulations of
clusters is the spécifie heat ofthecluster. Ifacluster isheated up, the binding energy per
particle decreases, whereas the kinetic energy perparticle increases. If the spécifie heat of
the system isconstant, a linear relation between the température (or the kinetic energy per
particle) and the total energy ofthe system would follow. This isillustrated inthe following
figure.
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Obviously, there isnosignificantchange ofthespécifie heat inthe case oftheprésent model
cluster.

The following figure shows an example where the spécifie heat ofa13-atomclusterchanges
at the melting point.
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At the end of this paragraph, we présent the resuit of asimulation of a235 particle System
with 92 charged particles. The following four figures show the configuration ofthe system
in orbital space at an arbitrarily selected moment from différent observer positions.

-t.O -2.0 0.0 2.0 -t.O -J.Q

Tig26.a. Ty26.b. ry26.c 7ig26.d.

The system is in the liquid phase, i.e. the particles are not bound in their local potential
minima. They can move in the total potentialofthe wholeensemble. In this way they arrange
them selves in spécifie ways and form the energetically best shape. Obviously, this shape
is not exactly spherical.

The following figure shows the distribution ofthe binding energy per particle.
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The distributions shows two pronounced maxima which can be interpreted as shells. The
spectrum shows particle binding énergies up to 33 MeV. It follows that the total potential
of the ensemble reaches the depth of more than -66 MeV since the binding energy of a
particle i is given by:

<E> = (<V> + <T>)

n

With V. = —• 2j Vy being the potential energy of particle i.

The factor 1/2 arises from the fact that the interaction results from atwo-particle force and
thus should be counted once foreach particle.
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The following figure shows the distribution pf the kinetic energy per particle.
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The subséquent figure présents the corresponding velocity distribution in comparison with
a Maxwell curve.
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The velocity distribution is very well fitted by a Maxwellian.
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C.4. Matter and charge distributions

In the following, we présent some time-averaged matter and charge distributions which are
also obtained during the simulations of dynamical multi-particle Systems. The matter and
charge distributions ofthe single particles are assumed to be three-dimensional Gaussians.
The distributions are calculated with a distribution width G - 0.78 fm for ail particles.
Détails ofthe method to calculate matter and charge distributions are given in Appendix E.2.
For better qualitative comparability of the distributions of différent Systems, the ordinate
is scaled in percent of the maximum which has the dimension particle per fm3.
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fxg27.a showsthedistributions ofthe charged particles CP (chargedistribution), theuncharged
particles UCP as well as the sum ofthem CP+UCP(matterdistribution) ofthe non-quenched four-
particle system considered in C.2.1. The distributions of the CP and UCP are equal.
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Jîg27.6 showsthedistributions ofthe chargedparticlesCP (charge distribution), theuncharged
particles UCP as well as the sum of them CP+UCP (matter distribution) for the quenched four-
particle systemconsidered in C.2.3.2. Also hère, the distributions ofthe CPand UCP are equal.
It can be observed that the amplitude of CP+UCP in J\g27.a. is a little bit smaller than in
Jîg27.6. i.e. the quenched systemis more compact. This indicates also that particles in a
quenched system must move on highly ordered trajectories because we remember, the
average kinetic energy per particle of the non-quenched system was only 0.66 MeV,
whereas in the quenched system it was 3 MeV.
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In the following we consider the distributions of the eight-particle Systems considered in
C.3. The time-averaged distributions for both are calculated when the Systems were in solid
phase, i.e. there were no transitions in other isomeric configurations ofthe Systems in orbital
space. The simulations are performed with average kinetic énergies perparticle of0.4 MeV.
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JÏm28m shows the distributions ofthe charged particles CP(chargedistribution), the uncharged
particles UCP as well as the sum of them CP+UCP (matter distribution) of the eight-particle
systemconsidered in C.3. which was called clusterl (Jtg21.a...c).
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J\g28.6 shows thedistributions ofthe chargedparticles CP (chargedistribution), theuncharged
particles UCP as well as the sum of them CP+UCP (matter distribution) of the eight-particle
system consideredin C.3. which was called cluster2 (Jïg22.a...c).
Obviously, cluster2 is more compact than clusterl.
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D. Conclusions

The présent work présents an advanced approach tothe fundamental many-body problem
inclassical physics which isone ofthe major topics inconternporary physics. The practical
calculations are performedwith systemparameters describing nucleardimensions. Certainly,
the model will fail ifit isapplied todescribe physics ofmicroscopic Systems where quantal
effects are not negligible. But it can be applied to simulate multi-particle Systems where
quantal effects are ofless importance such as e.g. atomic clusters. As mentioned, the system
can beadapted toatomic dimensions by changing the parameterofdistances from the range
of 1015m to 1010m and the potential depth from the range of MeV toeV. Multi-particle
ensembles such as atomic clusters consisting of e.g. argon or iron atoms, where also the
masses aremorethanoneorderofmagnitude largerthanthemassofasinglenucléon, allow
approximately aclassical treatment. Itwill beinthis field thatthemodel will predominantly
find its practical applications.
The basic intension of the présent work was the development of a time-dependent multi-
particlemodelwherea couplingbetweenspin and orbital-motion subsystem exists which
allows the studyof fundamental effects in particle dynamics thatarisein sucha system. It
couldbeshownthatthèseeffectsresulting fromdynamical couplingofthe subsystems hâve
significant conséquences for the particle dynamics in orbital space. In particular, the
dynamics of particle mass points show a behaviour basically différent from the one of
particles in a potential with only central forces. Under spécial initial conditions, it was
possible to perform simulations where the effects of energy exchange between the spin
subsystem and the orbital-motion subsystem couldexplicitly be observed and quantified.
Aspécial typeofquenching procédure wasinvented whichtends todrivethemulti-particle
Systems into states with highly periodic, non-ergodic behaviour. Furthermore, a relation
between the spin dynamics and the orbital dynamics is deduced from the numerical results
whichhas thecharacteristics of a conservation law. This relation was found to be in good
agreement with the results obtained by numerical simulations.
Application ofthe model to simulate clusters at the melting point, provided évidence that
the spin system has also non-vanishing effectson the transition in orbital space from one
isomeric state to another one. It was also possible to simulate phase transitions from solid
to liquid phases.
In the présent work we hâve shown that the model provides a tool to reveal new information
on various kinds of classical multi-particle Systems.
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E.l.

Appendix

Dérivation of the magnetic dipole field components

We remember Jy.4.

The figure illustrâtes the spécial situation
ofa dipole which is placed in the origin. Its
direction vector a is orientated in direction

of the z-axis.

The dipole is realized by a current-loop
placed in the x-y-plane.
P is the point where the magnetic field of
the dipole is to be calculated.

The dipole is approximated by a current-loop with the following parameters:

s

R
-4

R

ds*

<P,

: is the loop
: is the radius of the loop
: is the vector from origin to ds
: is an infinité loop-element
: is the angle between the x-axis and the position ofds on the loop
: is constant 90° because the loop is placed in thex-y-plane
: is the vector from origin to P
: is the cp-angle of r
: is thed-angle ofr
: is the vector from ds to P

The contribution ofthe loop élément ds to the magnetic field at the point P isgiven by:

dB
m^l dsx?d

An I? 13

To perform the intégration over the complète loop we transform the problem into spherical
coordinates. The gênerai relations between cartesian and spherical coordinates are given as
follows:

x = r -surô coscp

y = r sinf} sincp

z = r cosr>
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The parameters, written in spherical coordinates, are given by:

R = R•(cos(ps, sin(Ds, 0 ) with cosd = 0

ds =(dx, dy, dz) = R- (-sin(psd(ps, cos(Dsd(ps, 0 ) with sin^s s 1

r = r •(sinl_lrcosCpr, sini3 sin(pr, cos#r)

rd=r-R

= [(rsinl_>rcos(pr- Rcos(ps), (r sim3r sincpr -Rsin(ps), (rcosl!).) ]

The vector cross product has to be calculated as follows:

ds x r. = Det
d

ex ey
(-Rsin(psd(ps) (Rcos(psd(ps) 0

^ (r sinf} cos(pr -RcosCps) (r sinj_>r sin(p_. -Rsin(ps) (r cos^

\

Consequentiy, the cartesian components are obtained as follows:

ex : Rr cosl!) coscp dcp

ey : Rr cosû sin(ps d(ps

ez : -R sin(ps d(ps (r sin-ft sin(pr -Rsinq>s) -Rcos(ps d(ps (r sind cos(pr - Rcos(ps)

=R2 sin2(ps dcps -Rr sini3 sin(pr sin(ps d(ps +R2 cos2(ps d(ps -Rr sinfl cos(pr cos(ps d(ps

=R2 dcps(sin2cps +cos2(ps) -Rr sin"dd9s(sin(prsin(ps +cosCpr coscps)

ez : R2 d(ps - Rr sin#dcps (sincprsin(ps +coscp coscp )

Thus, the magnetic field components are given by:

B„ = M
47U

_ MBv =
An

B2 =
47U

~ f coscp dcp
Rrcosft —4S, Vs

0 • d I

2k

Rrcosd f sln(Ps 9s
'J ? 3

J"R2f__i .Rrsind [sincp [__!_-*_, +COs<p fcostp.dy.-.-j
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The previous équations can be written as

Bx BM-*aK rcosl3 f coscp. dy,
47C2 R rJ l-U

0 Md '

B .M'** rCQSl5 ?sincpsdcps
47t2 R r J 1? 13

0 ' d '

^•^"l/ft-i^M^*^/2??]}
In order to solve the intégrais we make aTaylor-approximation ofthe term |r | ~3
First, we calculate: d

1rd 12 =r2 sin2i3-rcos2Cpr -2Rr sinfycos-tp. cos(ps +R2 cos2(ps
+r2 sin2i3sin2(pr -2Rr sinûrsin<pr sin(ps +R2 sin2(ps
+ r2 cos2$

r

= R2 - 2 Rr sinft (cos(pr coscps +sincpr sincp )
+r2 (sin2i!>rcos2cpr +sin2-f} sin2cpr +cos2#r)

=R2 - 2Rr sinft (cos(f>r cos(ps +sin(pr sincp )
+ r2 (sin2l_> (cos2cp + sin2cp ) + cos2# )

=1

=1

1rd 12 =R2 +r2 -2Rr shrd (cos(pr coscps +sincpr sin(ps)

Itis: (|?d|>)«.(|ïJ>'

So, we can se,: ^ =±•{1+. (£f . 2-5-. f(8,M)} *
d _^ taM-

X-1 X
•• *

v

y
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The Taylor approximation under thecondition y < 1 is performed as follows [BRO 81]:

(l+y)"3/2= 1 - y + 3-5

2-4

3-5-7

2-4-6
y3 ±

= 1 - -i(x2-2xf) + JA(x2-2xf)2 + ...
2 8

= 1+ 3xf-|x2 + ^(x4 +4x2f2-4x3f) +

= 1+3xf - |x2 +^4x2f - -^4x3f +^x4 +...

= 1+3xf+|x2(5f2- 1) - -£x3f +-£x4 +...

= 1+ 3xsinJ_>r(coscprcos9s +sin(prsincps) +-|x2(5f2-l) +...

It follows for the intégrais:

21

B =-2_ cosl_>rJL [coscps+3xsinl_>rcoscprcos2cps+3xsin'Ôrsincprsincpscos9s]dcps

B

An

= 0 = 7C

i}^ [ |cos(psdcps +3-Y-sin^rcos9r Jcos2(psdq>s

+ 3—sin'ôsincpr fsincpscosCpsd(ps ]

= 0

B = -^ r- 3cos'd sini_l coscp
An r3 r r

y An

= 0 = 7C

B 4° 1cos-^ i| [ |sin(psdcps +3— shrdsin(pr [sin2(psdcps
Z7I

+ 3-B-sinôcoscpr fsin(pscos(psd(ps 1

^6"

B
pn I R27t „ A

= -4P =- 3 cost?
y 47t r3

• sim3- sincp
r r 'r
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B = M j\.,2f d<P.
An M

v_JL

21

- Rr sinflsincpj- sincp dcp 2jt cosCps dcpRrsinf3rcoscprf—_^s ^s \
o 'r<<

• S

1 J l-> 11 i

o'r*'

2)r

Rrsinl5rsinCpr f- sincps dcps

= 0 = 7C

= - -^sini_>rsincpr[ JsinCpsdcps +3-y^ sinû sincpr fsin2cpsd(ps

+ 3—sim!>rcoscpr |sin(pscoscpsd(ps I

R27t
^0"

3 sin2# sin2cpr

2it

JYj: -Rrsindcos(pr J cos(psd(ps
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B=M^
z 47. r3

= 0 = 7C
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0
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Wesummarize. ATaylor approximation of (r,)"3 isperformed under thecondition thatthe
radius ofthe current loop is smaller than the distance between the centre ofthe loop and the
position at which the magnetic field is to be calculated, i.e. R < r. We obtain:

p. I R27t -J - . „
Bx = —— — 3 cost? sint> coscp

spm 4jr j-3 r r ' r

pn I R27C „ „ ., 4 •-.
Bv = —— — 3 cost? sinfi sincp

-'spin A — -3 r r 'r

pn I R27C s ,
Bz =-p- —— • (2-3sin2-i>)

,pi° 47C r

pn I R27t / _ v
= 4? — • ( 3cos2r> - 1)

4tc r3 v r '

Without restriction ofgenerality, the loop-radius R can be assumed to 0 < R <rfo. As shown,
the distance of two neighbouringparticles is d ~ 2 •rfo, this has the conséquence that r in
the previous équations can not become much smaller than d. It follows, that even for two
neighbouring particlesit is r = 2 •R. Hence, wecanbe sure that the System alwayssatisfies
the approximation condition R < r.

The quantization of our dipole is realized by setting:

p = n1-I.A:=pk.g-s

It is n, = 1 for one current loop and A = tcR2 is the surface of the loop. This leads to:

Bx = ——^—— 3 cos$ sind coscp

Bv = —-—^— 3 cosl_> sinr) sincpJspin 4jj _3 r r Tr

p0pkgs .
Bz = —-—=— (2-3 sin2^ )

= 47Ir3 (3cos2r3r-l)
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We check the approximation by calculating the amplitude ofthe magnetic dipole field:

Ib| = Jb2 +b2 +b2'\ x y z

= °An\3 [ (3cos^rsin^rcos(Pr)2 + (3 cos# sinfl. sincpr )2
+(3cos2-ôr-l)2 ]1/2

= "4^3 [ 9cos2r>rsin2f>rcos2cpr + 9cos2# sin2r> sin2cpr
1/2+ 9 cos4# - 6 cos2# + 1T

— [9 cos2i_>rsin2-i>r(cos29r +sin2cpr) +9cos4# - 6cos2# +1T

• S • S r

'"?— L9c°s2#r(l-cos2f}r) +9cos4# -6cos2#r+l]J

=^r3 ' [9cos^r - 9cos4#r +9cos4d -6cos2-r3+l]1/2

Obviously, the amplitude ofthe approximated dipole field has the same characteristic as a
classical dipole field for large distances.
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E.2. Method to calculate matter and charge distributions

In this paragraph we présent a tool to calculate time-averaged intégral matter and charge
distributions of total multi-particle Systems by integrating single-particle mass and charge
distributions over the volume of the whole ensemble. In order to elucidate the tool in a

spécifie example, the distribution function of a single particle is assumed to be a three-
dimensional Gaussian around the particle mass centre, given by:

1 ^(r2)P(r)=Xo- e2a (170)
m (2n)ma3

Where r is the distance from the mass centre ofthe particle, a is the distribution width and
Xq is a constant which dépends on whether équation (170) represents a matter or a charge
distribution. In the case of charge distributions of multi-particle Systems we take the
constant %0 = 1.602189-1019 As. In the case of charge distributions of atomic clusters, p
can be replaced by the form factor of the ions of which the cluster consists. For a nucléon
matter distribution wetake %0= 1u= 1.661027kg =931.501 MeV/c2. Inorder todescribe
a single-particle distribution of particles which belong to an ensemble we hâve to properly
account for the distances between the particle mass centres and the centre of mass of the
whole ensemble. If the mass centre of the whole ensemble is placed at the origin of the
coordinate system, we can write the distribution function of a single particle with respect
to the origin as:

P(?s) =Xo î e^(F" (171)

With: r = (rx, ry, rz) and s = (sx, sy, s_)

Where ris related to the particle mass centre and s is the position vector of the particle mass
centre with respect to the origin. Equation (171) written in components leads to:

1 fM(rx-sx)2+(ry-sy)2+(rz-s2)2}
P(rs) = Xo e2CT (172)
l,) (2ti)m&

We calculate the intégral mass and charge distributions ofthe whole ensemble overAnshells
related to the origin. First, we make a projection ofthe An geometry ofthe position vectors
ofthe masscentresofthe particlesinonedimension. Thisis donein thefollowing way.We
calculate the amplitude of the mass centre position vector of each particle which leads to
n positive real numbers representing the particle distances from the origin. Thèse distances
are stored in a numerical array A[0 ... 10000]. The positions 0 ... 10000 of the array
correspondto particledistancesfrom0 fmto 10fm.Thedistancesarecodedbythepositions
ofthe array. For example, if a particle distance from the origin is obtained to be 5 fm the
value of position 5000ofthe array will be incrementedby one. At the beginning ail values
of the array positions are set equal to zéro.
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Thismethod canbe used fora-given number j of itération steps ofthe timeévolution ofthe
system.Then we divide the valueof each arraypositionby the numberof itérations. Thus,
each array positioncontains the statistical probabihty ofthecorresponding particle distance
for the total itération time. Because the array A[...] is one-dimensional, it can be directed
towards one axis of the cartesian coordinate system. In particular we hâve chosen the z-
direction. Consequentiy, a position vector ofthe mass centre ofoneparticle canbewritten

s = (VVO = (0,0,sj :=(0,0,s) (173)

It follows for the distribution function of oneparticle (172) :

P(Fs) = Xo e2CT (174)
l,i (2tc)3/2-cj3 j

This distribution is rotational symmetric with respect to the z-axis. For numerical
intégration a transformation tospherical coordinates isperformed using the relations:

rx = r- sind. cos(pr sx = s- sini3 cos(ps =0 (175)

r = r sini3-r sin© s = s sind •sincp = 0
y r " r y s 's

r_ = r cosft sz = s•cosû = s

Hence, thedistribution function ofone particle, written inspherical coordinates, isobtained
as:

1 ^ {^ cos2d sin2<pr +r2 sin2# sin2(pr +(r cosd -s)2}
P(?,s) ~ %o' ' e

(2tc)3/2 • a3

1 fa*^' sin2®, + r2 cos2iïr - 2rs costf +s2}
(2tc)3/2 a3

1 iMr2- 2rs-cosi3-r +s2}
= Xo • e2a

(2it)3/2-a3

1 Vls2 f^fr2-2rs cos'ô }
«, l 2a2 les2 l ''= Xo e2a *e2a (176)

(2jc)3/2 a3 ' '
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For the intégral distribution function p of the total ensemble we obtain:
(R)

Jp(r.s) dV
P(R) = A[i] • 3 (i77)

ÔV(R,RM)

With: R = |s +r| and dV = r2 sim3 di3 dr dcp

R is the radius with respect to the origin. Thecorrespondence between position i of array
A[...] andtheradius Ris givenby R=i/1000. Equation (1 r^represents adistribution which
is stèpwise defined according thediscrétisation given by the finite number of positions of
array A[...]. The volume élément ÔV is given by:

ÔV(Ri.Rw)=l^.(RirR3) (178)

Fora given radius 0 fm< R < 10fm thecorresponding position i of the array A is given
by i=ROUND(1000*R) and the statistical weight for the intégral over the actual spherical
volume élément8V is given by A[i]. So, the intégral distribution function of the whole
ensemble can be written as:

4L,2 >•;? -i u

(179)

Afii! ihs2 f f f fMr2-2rs cos#}
"«"âv *° \r~, e J !ld(P r2 e rsim5d#drôVfR.R .) (2iùzn a3 J J J r r

Because oftheorientationofthearray A[...] inz-direction, thedistribution (179)is rotational
symmetric incp. It follows thattheintégration overcp canbeperformed directly. It remains:

(180)

AMI i ^-i&2 CC fMr2-2rs cos# )
P« = RV '*»'Tt^-; • e JJ f2 e sinï3rdi3rdroV(R r ) -v/27c a3 J J r r

The function (180)represents thetime-averaged matter orcharge density inspherical shells
at the distance R from the origin which hâve the thickness of 0.001 fm.
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Abstract

This thesis develops a new model, and related numerical technics, to describe classical time-
dependent many-body Systems interacting through central forces, spin-orbit forces and
spin-spin forces. It provides a framework to analyse the exchange of energy and angular
momentumbetween the spin-spin and the orbital-motion subsystems. The internai interactions
between the charges and moments are well described by electromagnetic coupling
mechanisms. In fact, compared to conventional classical molecular dynamics calculations
in van der Waals clusters, which hâve no spin degrees of freedom, or for Heisenberg spin
Systems, which hâve no orbital degrees of freedom, the model presented hère contains both
types of degrees of freedom with a highly non-trivial coupling. The model has successfully
been applied to dynamical simulations ofvarious clustering Systems, saturating through van
der Waals like forces.

Résumé

Cette thèse présente un nouveau modèle et les techniques nécessaires afin de décrire un
système à N corps dépendant en temps qui interagit par des forces centrales, des forces spin-
orbite et des forces spin-spin. Il fournit un cadre pour l'analyse de l'échange d'énergie et de
moment angulaire entre le sous-système spin-spin et le mouvement orbital. Les interactions
internes entre les charges et les moments magnétiques des particules sont bien décrites par
un couplage électromagnétique. En effet, comparé à des calculs conventionnels en
dynamique moléculaire des clusters de type van derWaals, qui n'ontpas dedegrés de liberté
de spin, ou à des systèmes de Heisenberg-spin, qui n'ont pas de degrés de liberté de
mouvement orbital, le modèle présenté ici contient les deux degrés de liberté avec un
couplage non trivial. Le modèle a été utilisé avec succès pour des simulations dynamiques
de différents systèmes de clusters saturant par des forces de type van der Waals.

Mots clés

Problème à N corps, classique - Système autosaturant, à spin - Interaction électromagnétique
complet.


